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The ·· purpo~~ of thi's study waS to . COJ!lpare the self_:. 
conc~pts posaes·s~d by children in regular · classroom ... f?et.t~ngs 
• • r • , 
. and .~hildren in special. classroom settings" ·children at. . . 
· . . '!' 
# 
different grade levels, and- male and female children. The .. 
' " . . ' . 
questions raised . .in the study were stated .' i~ the ·form of 
.• . !'.. ; . . ~ . • . 
·nul!1 hypotheses and' were ·tested for significance' using the 
. . 
·· · · rnui·tiv.ariate and u~ivariate analysis of variance, ·the F 
. -
• \ • t:._f. • ~ • 
· sJtistic, and the' t.:.test"' T11e hypotheses were teste<l for 
rejection. o~. ac~ep~ta~ce a~ ~he· alpha- 0. 05 level. of signifi-
. I . . . . . 
t J a ' 
cance: The 240 randpml.y· selected subjects were placed into 
. . . . ' . 
... . .. ' . ~ . 
l J • • ' 
8 groups accord.ing to the variables of type of class · place~ 
I '• . • 
rnent, grade · level, and · sex. The subjects' · sel.f._con.cepts 
were ·as{ss.ed by ~he non:-verbal ·~-Social ~ymbols _Te~t. 
R~sults indic-~te~· !no significant · di'ffere~ce~ .i:ietwe~~ spe~i~l · 
. . . 
I 
.· 
'cl~~s children and ~egular cl~s~ children when they 'tiiere com-
'pared on the bas·iJ of · oyerall s~lf..:_c!oncept. Significant. 
I 
• """ ,I • . ' 
,, differences were found between spe~ial and regulal! class . 
·!_ ..... ':, _chilc;ir~n ;uld betwJ~n· male·· and fema~-~ children wh~n they were · 
. I . . . 
. ., 
compared. on .. the_ b~sis of their · nine subt~st scores . on the 
i · 
Self-S~cial Symbols Test •. · Also, · a\ significant i·rl~e~action .t · ·"' . 
I' • •• • \ · • • • • • ~ 
effect. was found _petween the fa.ctors 'grade leve\ an~ sex . on 
~ . . 
one subtest •. : 
. ' 
· . vii 
.v · 
~ 
' ' ., -
. ' 
. \ . 
;/ . 
. ... 
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. . _:· : . ~\~:~ . 
Special ~duca.tion 'classes f.o~~~hildren who are educable \'.{\~~ . ·, 
~ent~1ly .retarded first appeared ·in the ,public' ~chools at the 
"begiiin.ing. of the t:wenti~th ceritu~y. 1 · sine~ that· time, · special 
. . . . . . . . .:iJ~'~i'!Jl : . . . . 
classes ·~nd programs for c~ilr~'t- e;ij who are -~~nt_all_y ret~rded . ··. 
have been ' involved ' in a peri'od of rapi~ growth and expansion • . ' 
. . 
. 
There wer.e 23,000 children 'in the United States enrolled in 
I • ~ • o ' 
' p:u.bli~ school .. classes for the mentally .retarded in. l922 • . By 
,, 
. ' 
1_948, . the 'number o£.· stud~nts enrolled . in these special classes 
had inc+eased _to 87,000. 2 In a rec~nt public~t~on of statis_tic~ 
"on special equc~tion in the United States, Mackie pointed· out 
that in .'l9,66, more .than 540,000 chi.ldren were' enrol~ed in . 
' . ~ . : ' ' . . ' . 
.. specJ.al education progr~s for the .mentally retarded. · This 
' . 
figure .r!'!presented . approx?-m~'tely ·~ .400 p~r. cent .increase 'over ·· 
the number ·of ~tude~~s enroil~d in 1948. 3 The increasJ in . 
~r eniollme~ts ~uring the ~eriod 19fB:lil.66 ,
1 
:as .more than 
- / .. 
" . 1 r ' • 
. . . Leo Kanner, A H ~story 
·M~ntally Retarded· (Springfield, 
. ·~. 
of ·the Care ·and Study of the . 
Illinois:. Charle~. 'c. 'Tho.rnas, . 
1
·• ~964) ·,: p. '114. ' 
... 
. 
2 .Samu~l A. Kirk, Educating Exceptional ·Children 
(Bost~n =. ~ Ho~ghtorr ~iffl:i..n, .1~ 6 2), p. 23. . 
. . .. 
3 R~main~ Mackie, s eci.al Educati6'n in the· United 
States: Statistics 1948:..:.1966 New York: Teachers co lege Press, 
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I . ' • 
-~· ·. 
;. . 
. · fi.ve · t~es 'g~ea1:=er t an the 70 perr cent -increase ·in the 
co~ntry' s . ~chool age p,op:ulation during the · same . p~riod.: 4 
\ ' ' 
A similar but more ·recerlt. and rapid.· expan~ion in 
.\ . ' . 
. . 
special equcation· classes has been ,witnessed in Newfoundland •. : · 
In· 1969, an Act was passed to provide ~or ~he .establishment 
. .... . . " 
' 5 . ' . . L , t ' 
of sp~·cial e.ducation classes. The Act stated tha.t "Ev~ry 
- . f . -··-· ' 
. ~chool · boar(i may establish spec·ial · classes of instruction 
-
· . for children who a:r~, for any· :physic~! or . mental_ caus~ , ·. un.:. · 
• ' l ~ I J ' ' ~ 
· able to .take proper advantage of the .,regular .- school courses. of 
... ~ \ - . .. 
. 6 ~ . . 
stu4y. 11 As . a result of the .wording of The Schools Act· of 
.. 
. ~ 
• • C) • 
1969, "sp~cia).;ducatio~ classes tt~ahl~ed -~:thiri. ,t~-~ . Pr~vince ·. 
· o£ Newfoundland and Labrador wer,e . not in~krna1~y homogeneous 
"' 
in <!>relation to the type o£ <'lisability of the child placed in .a 
• G . ' 
c1a;s ' · t~at is, men~a.lly ··re~arded, l~arni~5J\ di~_.ableQ, ,, phy~ica~ly) .. 
disabled, hearing impaired, visuall;y: imp~yed/ emotional!~ dis-. ·, . 
' ' . . ... ' \ ~ ~ ' ' . . . . - ~ 
turbed, and' slow ·learneJ;s .. ·, Rather,· the· classes·, ~or the most ,. 
. ' ~ .. ' . . . . . . 
part,·. were ihternally heterdgeneous · in relati~n . to. ~tudent .. 
abilities · and · disabilfties. 
.. 
Tk~ number q{. ~pecia1 ·education. 
1 ,. ' . 
' 
. ....... " . 
. ' 
. ' . 
classes in Newfoun~land and . . \ . ; Labrado~ · -~ncreas~d from 50 :. i.n . : ' ' . 
. ~ ' . l 
--"""'---,..--::----- JL.' 
4 . 




5 Statutes .: of. N~wfoundland, '1969. ·. "Ail Act\Resp~cting · · 
the Operation · of Schools and ·colleges -in the Province." · · 
... ... . . . . ~ . .' . 
6 Ibid., 'section. 13, Paragraph ·(P),~·p.20 • 
. 'I .· . . .. 
... _: 
.. . ·. 
; . ' 
'• " . . 
. ' 
... . ·-. 
.. . 
·' 
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I ' 1969-70, to 420 in r~72....;73, .which was an increase of more: than 
• I , 
90.0 per. · cent duri_ng the_ four . year· period_~ 7 
" . . . . . . 
• - . No~~ ·. the. rapid expan~io.n in . s,pecfal:. ~d~cation pro:._ 
.r-:·· ~r~ and _in pu~~·l .'enro-~l~ents' ; Town~ and Joiner_ postulated 
., 
that the major motiv~ting force behind this expansion· was the 
• 4 ,M""'.. .. . • . ' • ' 
' ' 
belief th~t pl~~ement in·. these special classes would ·result in 
better academi\ perform~~~e, perso;nal deyelopment,' _and social ,· 
pd1bstment for the mentally r~tarded th~n wouid have resulted 
. . . , . , . a· . . . . . 
if . they: had r~ained· in ~eg_ul~r class,es. An ·equally import·ant 
I o 
.· 
' topic for con~id.erat.ion was the effect,(s) placement into. special 
' . 
. __ e~cation classrooms had ~po~ t;he se~f.:..co~cept ~f the chi:J,d. · 
. . 
·' . . . "'\,. , . ') . 
· The ~~esent st~dy wa~ ··concerned with 'the_ self-:-.concepts~ of· 
-to . 1 ' • ' • • • • 
·. students placed in special ' classes. a·s compared to · the self-
• •• "' r •• 
. ' 
. . . 
cc~mcep1_::s o~ ::;tu<ients placed in :z;egular c;:lassrooms. 
... 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
, 
· / The -purpose of this 'study _ .~s to c.oinpare .the self~ · 
-~~>n~epts ·,.posse~sed ·.by ·c~i.ldren i~- reg~·lar - c~a-ssr~~~:-.· ~~~t~~ ~ :,. 
/ l - . . 
1(\ 
l·,r"".~~ ....-------~ _.()')~{ . 
' fi 
. . • 
··_- · 
7 Tli'es~ figures were obtained from the _Department .of. · · . 
. Educ;:ation, Division _ o~ Specia~- Servic;:es,- Gover_nment of Newfoun.d- .·. 
' 
~ \ . · .. 
., 
'' . 
. · . . 
land and Labrador. ' · · · - · ., 
. . . .  .
8 · Rich~Towrie a·nd ' Lee ·M. Joiner,'_ The .Effect of 
. Special c'1.ass Placement ·on the Self,..Concept of AbilJ. ty of · the 
Educable Mentally Retarded Child (Report of u.s. Office .of . 
~ducation·, College of Education,' Michigan s ·tate · un~versity·, 
East . Lansing, Micbigan, . 1966}~ p.2: · · 
' , . 
. 
. : \ : 
' . . 
' ' 
.. · 




• __ ! .!.- - : ";· 


















- . . 
. . . \ . • - . f. 
' ,•' Q' 
•' , . 
. . 
-4 . \ . 
· · and child~en ~n -special· clas·sroo~ . s'ett~ngs. - The study .. ~9-~~s~ed · --. 
• " • • • ~~~ ~- • • • • .. • • • • I; 
chi,ldr~n'~ self-concept uS:ing tHe non-verbal. Self.:.Socia·l · the 
,' ~ &' , . • 
o • I • ' • 
. sy~61s T~s~ . (SSST). ·.csee l\.ppendi;x~s A,B., _· ~nd C).·· The -questions 
an.:e~ed by 'th:bs study were stat~d in tli~ ~u-~1·. ~y~~thesis ~fo·~ . 
• •• - p "~ ' • I 
:(see0 • Chapt-er 3) ··. · Tn~ d<itta w~:r:e ·analyzed -~sing the mu.ltivariate . . 
·-
. . 
' .. . . . . . . ' ~ . . - .. . . ... -
..,and univariate analysis of~ variance ·(MANOV~), the F • sta-tis.tic, · 
0 :• • I I _. 0 - '( • • , • .. "' 0 " 
. " . . . . 
.and .the t-test in relatiQil to. the variables of' speG:ial. or . ' . 
) ' ' I I • • • ' > • ' Jl i ,· ~~ ,' • • .-• 
~ l!'egtilar class settings, . grade level,, and sex., These· data ar~ 
., • . I - ~ • 0 • ' • 
· repo~ted in· tab{e f~rm.· ~-, . . . 




STATEMENT OF. ~RELA~ED PROBLEMS . 
.. 
A related purpose o'f this · st·udy ~as to compare the 
"' . - ' . 
s'~l1f~c6ricepts h~ld by . chlldren 'at dif{erent gr~de level~. -
r ' 
' • I • q •" 
•·Another purp~s.e ~as to c.ompar~ the self~concepts of ~.ale . and 
fefuale st-udents. · ' · · . . " · · · 
.,:.· ·. 
., . 






. 'The children · studie~ we~e e~rolied in speci'al .. a·nd . . 
• I II • ' ~ 
· . 
• II 
r~gul~r ._c -1asse.s in the · R~·~n · Ca~o~ip_ ~-choo~ ~6~~~- Di$.t~ict · ~ ~ 
~for_ st·: Jbhn_'~· .. s~~ce· thi~ _grotp . of ~t'?-de~ts -~a_s: tr.e'ated as ~ 
a separate population, car-e shcj>ld pe. tal<Eiri agaf~st gene.;al- . . , 









u DEFINITIONS. OF 'TERMS 
.•' 





This referred to self~cbntain~d clas~es as1 established 
· .. . . . 
by the ·Roman Ca~holic;: .School Board -.DiStr'i~ ~or St. John's .. :fi9~ --
. . chi.ldren who were,·.: f'6r any physica~ or mental cause, . unable to 
~ . . . " ·. ' . . 
-
.' .. 
' . . 
, . 
, . 


















'·· . \ ~i ~ .. ~ 
' l l· ' ~~- ' •,. ' I 
·take prol?er advantage of the regula·r school courses of study. 
) •.• ...... _ ...




~:;~/ .. .. This referred to those s'tu~ents 'pl~ced in .spe~ial , · . \ , · 
. • . . . . 'l't 
ed~cation classes w;·thin the Roman Catholic Schoof B,eard Dis ... 
. .. 




Regular Class Setting .. 1?'_:1 
0 
'•• •. ; I 





. ·School ··soard -D;j.strict for St. J<?hn' s for chi~dren of -~ormat_-. . ' . 
. ' 
10 or ne'ar normal achiE;!vement who t..Te.re functioning ' near ·or\, ori 
0 
-. 
·, grade level • . ~ 
. " I • 
I, • 
} .R~sula~ Class Studen~ . . 6 
., This referred to those _s~udents attending ~lasses 
4 ~ • • • • 6 -1 ~ .. • q , • • -
· within · the Roman. Catholic. School- Board District· fo.r · st~ John 1 s · 





. . ~ -
. ' ' . \ 0 • 
, ' '1 
. ·< 
-~&; ;we~e oi no~al oJS_...near ·no-~n;a·l achievement and who were . 
. , ......... 
. functi~ning near 'or :on: grade. level. 
. ' . 
' 
' . . ' . "' 
·-self-Concept_· : 
, .. . · This referteq ··'!:O , th~ ·perc~p·t.ion ·which . the ·individual 
' ' ' #' • .,. I 
~ .. ·. ' . .. ... . . . 
. has. ·of self and of his relationship J to,: ·.signifi cant ot,hers in 
- ~ ."'s • - " . . . ••.. . ' 
. "'f' • . - • . . 
. hJ..s envirox:unentl _ as mea.sure.d by the Self-Social sxmbols Test. 
... \. -
·Grade Level I ... 
. • ~ "' ·1 
. This referred to classroom~ fo r childr en who we r e 
··-attending _grades ~z:e to three· and · whose ·dates ·of birth were 
' ·,~ .. 


















Grade Level II 
.. This _referred to classrooms for children - ~ho attended 
' • \_/ I ' • ' I 
• ........ ' • • , ' I ~rades f~ur t;o ~.;ix and 'wh.ose dates o"f birth_ were between 
.. 
I 
December 3J., 1960, and Janu·ary 1, - ~964. 
• }'t.· • 
. n, 
' ' . 
. s ·elf-Social Symbols Te~;t .. · (SSST) 
' 0 , • • 
ThiJ referred to the instrument used in -this study 
I • _.- :...:,;. 
. . . 
for the rneasu.rement" ·o'f _the children's self-concepts. This 
~· instrument wa~ f~rther p~t~~~d in the section dealing with 
~ ' !' • ...,; , .. 
--~ . . 
the description ·of insttumentatfon (see Chapter 3) • 
Self-Esteem 
. This· · referred to a· person's perception of .-his wor.th · 
whi~h derives from' seff-other -comparisons on an -evaluative ' 
dimension. Self-estee.m was assessed by the sel!-esteern- su,b~. 
.;. /' 
-test of the SSST. 9 
social Interest or Depende'ncy 
This referred to the degree to which a person per- . 
I 
ceive~· himsel~ as a part of a group of others, as opposed to 
~ ' .. 
·a perception of self as an individual. Social· interest was· · 






R • . c. Zille r, B. H. Long,·~rid E. H. Henderson, 
Manual for the Se-lf-Social Symbols Method · (Unpublished test,· 
1965) , p.lO. 
a 
10 









. ' ; ~ 
7 
· Identification with Mother 
-This ,referred to the plcicement of self in a "we" 
' 
category with the mother •. Identification with mother was ·" 
,. 
assessed ;by th~.\ iden,tification with mother subtest'" of the 
sss~. 11 
Id~ntification with Father 
. r------;. This referred. to the placE?.ment of self in a "we II 
. ' 
category with the father. Identification with father was 
' 
assessed by ~he identification with father subtest of the 
. S'SST. 12 . 
Id~ntification with Prien~ 
... 
This referred to the pl~.~~ment of self in a "we" 
category with the fr.i~nd. Identificat.ion with . friend ·Wa·s . 
assessed'by the identification. with friend subtest of the 
' 
0 SSST. 13 
Identiiicati~n with Teacher 
: .This , referred· ·to o the. placemeJJ,t of self in a "we" 
· ca~egory with the teach~~. Identi·fication with teacher was 
. assessed by the identification with teacher subtest of· the 
SSST. 14 -·-
I ; 
ll Ib{d.~, p.13. l:Z Ibid. 
I 














Individuatio'n or Minority Identification· 
This referred· to whether the child thought of himself· 
.as : similar to or•different from the majori'ty of other children 
in ·his environment. Individuation was as~essed by the indi-
viduation · subtest of the SSSt. 15 
.. ... 
. Complexity ,, 
T~is referred ~o the degree of . dif~erentiation of 
the self~concept or ~he number .~f ·parts ~omprising the whole • 
. Complexity was assess~d by the com~lexity subtest. of the 
sssi. 16 ~ 
Realism for size 
· d This re~erred to~ correspondence between.the physi-
I · 
cal self and th·e conception of sel·f. A" cliild' s comparison 
of his size to that of adults may indicate ~n acceptance of 
the physical self as opposed to self-dissatisfaction. Realism 
4 ' . 
for size was. assessed by the realism for size s~btest of the 
SSST."17 
·Total Self-Concept Score. 
• I . 





calcuiated by . the formula presented :f:n Chapter 3· (_,see ·page 38) •. 
·U 
15 Ibid. , .p .. l5. .... 















Chapter ·2 .•. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
. . 
. Interest in self and self constructs had~its beginning . 
very early ~in the deve1CiPment of Americ/ n ps'ychoiogy, as- is -J . 
·manifested in the· writingsiJ.of William James .1. This interest . 
" 
""'· 
. in self, however, diminished.' during the early part of the 
.. 
" . 
twentieth century as the experimental method 'in psychology 
\ • .r.' . ' • . . 
. . . 2 3 . became extremely popular. ' As pointed out by Wylie,· theor-
·.izin9 ~bout self and self . constructs was quite _prevalent be-· 
fo~e 19~91 'however, intensive empirical . rese~rqh ~as not begu~~ 
'· . . until af~er that dat~-· _. Silife that ~ime, the number Of re-
sear~hers . concerned "with this area of personality has .steadily 
I ) • • • , , .... , , 
. 4 
increased.· 
;;fi .~ ~, 
Theory of Self-Concept 
The word~ self-concept ,came into common.use· to mean 
• I 
the self as the individual is known to himself •. The theory 
·"behind this idea of self-concept has b~en known·as self 
.. ,··· . 
.. 
. • . 
J 
1 William James, The Princilles of Psychology·, I 
(New .Yqik: . Holt', 1890), pp. 291-46 • 
2 E. · R. Hilgard, "Human Motiv~s and the Concept. of 
Self," American Psychologist, IY (1949) , p .·374. 
. .· 
3 Leste.r D. Crow, Psychology of Human ·Adjustment 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopp, 1967), p.136. 
4 - . 
Ruth c·. Wylie'· The Self. Concept. (L·incoln: University 





















Snygg and Coombs, in presenting thei'r. phenomenological 
theory about se~f., described ~e self--concept ·as tho_se parts 
. . • . ---...__ . . ' ~ & 
of the p~enomehal ~ield whijch_ are ·seen by the person to _ _.J?e · · 
' ';·:f 
part or characteristic of himself and which ~ost potentli and 
fre~ently· ~ffect behavior,. 6 Furthermol'e-;. they stated that 
.. ' . / . 
"What a person does _and h~w he behaves ar~ determined by the 
concept' h~ has . of himself and his abilities." 7 . They belieyed 
thekrson's .~elf-~~ncepi: fuhction~. as . the frame of refere~ce 
for his every behavior and as that factor·which gives contin~ 
. ' 
. . . . , ·a 
uity and consistency to that behavior. 
' I A . si~ilar descript1op and· view qf self~c?ncept was 
~~~und in the writings of Carl Rogers . .' Writing on the organ-
ization o·f perso'nality., . . Rogers· exp.lained set'f-conc;:ept as: 
~ . \ ... ' .. 
. . 
• • • all the ways•in which an individual perceives ~f -
all ~ceptions of the qualities, abilities, .in1pu.l.ses,_ ani all · . · 
. perceptions of himself in relaticn ,to ot.l'lers axe a~ into ' 
the Ol:'ganized oonscious <;nncept of self· then this achieverent ·iS 
accx:rrpani.ed by feelings ot cx:mfort azxl freedan· fran tension -~ch 
are ~ienced as psychological adjustment. 9 :. · 






6 0 . • . • 
D. Snygg and A. Ccx:rrbs, Individual Behavior· (Ner..i YorkJ . iiarper .· 
ang Bl;others, 1949), p.lll. 
•ll''· ;· . • 
. . 
·r· 7 a · 
D:>id., p. ~8. Ibid. / 
/ . 
~- . ·--.. 
. . " g· ~1 R. Ibgers, · "Scme (l)servatlcns ~ 'the Organization of 
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. 11 .. 
.. 
,, . 
In addition, he wrote that " •.. the self is a basic 
I . ' . .. 
factor iri the organiz~tion of personality ~nd in the determin-
ation of 
I 
~urthermor~, , Roger's suggest~d that the ~ 
majority 
' I 
it in a very similar fashion to the way he· explained. it,crs · · · .. · ' 
·. 
. . -~ 
· an ·organized configurat~on of perceptions of the ~ndividual or 
, . 
. ~el~ whi~h . are adm~ssable. to awareness •. 11 
struct 
i.. -:t 
Th).ls, the importance::of the- ·self-concept as a con-
.,:· 0 • 
. .' ·,., . . . . ' ' 
wa~ evidenced in the theories of Snyqg and Coombs and 
. ·'\ . 
. ··: Rogers·. ·~twas postulated that · the · p.~rson's perc~ption of , 
ll .;. pim~e·lf is the central factpr influ~ricing be~avi·~r. 
'1 .. "· :;.L. / .... I. ' • • • ' ~ 
Views _ a-~d . desci-iptions. of self-concept which were con"" 
~istent with those · of Rogers apd Snygg. and · CoomHs were , found in 
• • I • • • ' • • ' . . • , 
' 12 ' 13 . 14 15 . 
the theoretical writings of Lewin, .. Crow, H...e.J:>er, . Snyder; . 
10 Ibid., p.361. 
11 Carl R." · Rogers, Client-Centered· Therapy .· (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1951) ., pp.1,98-501 • . 
12 Kurt Lewin. Principles of Topological ~stchology 
. (New York: McGraw-Hill·, l936) ,· p.l67. 





14 , . 
. .1 Rick Heber, "Personality", Mental Retardation: A 
Review elf Research, ed.; Ha:r;ve y A. Stevens and R~ck Heber . 
·(Chicago: Univers.ity of Chicago PJ;e.ss, 1967), pp.14~-147 .. 
15 Eldon E.. $nyder: "Self-Concept The·ory: An Approach .. 
to Understanding the Behavior of Disadvantaged Pupils," 
Clearing House, XL (December; 1965) , ~p."242-24E!. 
. - .. 
' . 
- ---.-...__ ___ _ 
• ... 0 
. ' ~ , 
.. 
' ' 
• • • I 











Strang, 16 · anp ·the ·social psychological _ a~proaqhes of Mead,l7 · 
' ' . . . . . 
· Colley, 18 _Sullivan, 19 .Kinch20 a~d ·Kuhn. 2l- ·. Although tbese 
writers ·tende,d to have similar de~criptions of self-con~ept( 
• l 
there ·were differences in .the±r view~ cqncerning the develop-




Wylie, after a review 'of the theo·:~;:~\ surrounding the · 
construct of self-concept, proposed.an excellent summary to 
. . . .... . 
• • c • 
the various theoretical ·frameworks as she wrote" ••• self-
" . 
concept theorists believe that one 'cannot understall.d : a,nd pre-
• \ o • I 
diet huma~ behavior without knowledge_of 'the subject's con-
/ 
scious perceptipns of his environrne~t, and of his self as he 
c I ' 
sees i~ in_ relation to .. his' ~nviro~e'nt." 22 . 
• ' 
. 
16 Ruth Strang, The ' Adolescent Views Himself (New·York: 
McGraw-Hill, · 1957), pp.68-7B. 
17 ' . ' . . George H. Mead, Mina, Self and Society (Chicago: 
. '·university of Chicago Press, l934), p._ 48~. ,. · \ .:· · 
. . -~ 
•. 
-. ~ . 18 . ft -
c. A. Cooley·, Human Nature and Social Interaction 
·{Ne·w ·York: Charleli)s S~rib:.:n:.:e;;;r:.;:.,:.:.:s~S.;;o;.;n;.;;s;;;:· ,~l-:9~0:;;:2~)~,;.;;;.;p;..;p=. ~2-=-o-;;;.;2~1:.:_ ==.;;....;;-= 
19 H. s .· Sullivan, "The Illusion of Personal Indhr;i.d- . 
uality, 11 Psychiatry,· XIII (May, 1959), pp.317- 333. 
r 
~ I ,. ' • 
"" 
. 
20 John · W. ~inch, "A· Formalized · Theory· of. Self-Concept," . 
American ·Journal of Sociology, LCVIII · (June, 1963), pp.4Bl-486. 
~l Cha~les W. Tucker, "Some. Methodol~gical Pro.blems . 
of . Kuhn • s se~f-Theory ·," sociolocjical Quarterly, VII . (Summer, 
1966) pp.345-358. 
. 
22 Ruth c. Wylie, The Self Concept (Lincoin : .university 
of Nebraska ·Press, 1961), p.6 • 
. ' . ./ 
. 
. • 
• 0 • .. 
• < 
'. 
~ - t .... 
.b 
Develo~ent of Self-Concept 
-· i-
r,:b -· · ·· ···~w· 
13 ~ . 
Snygg and Coombs viewed· the self-concep't as that which : 
~ . ' . 
was essentially ·absent at birth. The" sel.f-concept was seen · · 
·'· 
as a ·a~rect result or outgro~th of the culture into which the 
individual was born. Thr-ough i.nt~raction with the .world, ~ig-
' ': 
nificant people and . othe~ thi~gs in the en~ironment, the. self-
concept wa~ shap~d : ~~d defined m~re 
~or~ ·~r- less permanently f:i.x~d .. 23 
and more ·clearly and became 
........ 
. . . 
Cobb's vi:ew ·of the development of -self-concept is very 
• • 0 ' • 
. s,imila~ .to that of Snygg and Coombs. H~ · saw the self-?oncept 
as a relatively stable element .of the individual's personaiity. 
In addi:tion, he feit that even · though ·the self-:-concept achieve's 
· si7abili.~Y -in ·childhood, it undergoes a refin~ment .as the indi-
. .) 
vidual passes from depende~cy to independency or ~dolescence 
to · ad~lthood.· 24 ' \ 
Consistent with Cobb 1 s view about ~e transition from 
• I 
~ependency to · inde~e~~ency, Ziller w~9te that an important 
··.step in the development of self-conqept occurs 'Whe!l, duri'ng 
·the socialization process, the child stri'ves to break away 
., 
--. from the complete dependency of infancy,. However 1 Ziller 
.· 
,. . r 
0--~------------
23 D. Snyg·g an'd A. Coombs, Individual, Behavior (New 
Harper · and Brothers,· 1949), pp • . 81-83. · / 
24 . . • . 
. Henry v. Cobb, "Self Concept of the ~crntally .Re-




















differed from Cobb iA that he saw'·self-concept . as always in 
\ 0 ' ' • 
a state of continual phange and . mod~fication throughout the 
/1 life." of the ·individual!~ 25 h 
I 
r 
Rogers, like Ziller, also viewed the self-concept ·as 
0 
"process". · He felt that. the structure o~ self was formed as 
a result of interaction with the environment and partiqularly 
as a result bf e~aluational interaction with significant others • 
.... 
By significant others· mean· parents, teachers, peers, and others 
t·· . 
important to the individual. 
I 
The self-concept was thought · t~-
~ ·. 
be a social product de_veloped c:>ut of ~nterpersonal r~lation-
·Ships • 2 6' . . I . ~.-:l ~: 
Eldon Snyder corroborated Roger's: viewpoint as' he de- . 
t.\ !,'. • J 
scribed self-c~ncept as emer_ging from the social interactions 
. in- which the ~ndividual participa:tes. .According to Snyder, ~ : 
self-concept is in a continual proc'ess of chan~e ' as _the social .• 
situations ·are modified.'. He felt that there would- be contin.:.. 
. ' . 
uity iri s,~avior patterns as a result · of significant other 
·indl.vidual's expectations of ' him in social situations. 27 
. \ ..... 
.. 
.,. . , · In addition to the. previous theoretical approaches to · 
I 
25 R. c. Zi1ler, "Individuation and Socialization," 
Human Relations, XV~I · (1964), pp.~41-36o. · . . P •. 
~26 carl -R. Rogers, " .A ~heory . of Therapy~ Pe~sonality, 
and Interpersonal Relationships, as Developed ~P ~he Client-
Centered Framework., " Ps cholo : A stuaV' of . a Science, ed. 
Sigmund Koch (New .. York : McGraw-HJ.ll, 1959 , ·pp~200-223. 
. . 27 Eldon E. Snyder, "Self-Concept · Theory: An Approach 
to Understanding the Behavior of 'Disadvantaged P~-~ils, " · 











··the. development of sel~-concept, one cannot ·overlook the 
' . . ~ . , 
theoretical approach taken by ~he so.9i~~ _inter.action the~rists• 
such as Mead, Cooley, Sullivan, and Kinch. 
' ·· 
George H. Mead .explained the development~~ self-con-
.r · · · ~ 
cept_ as _emergi~g directly · £~om --the. b~havi_~~s of o,ers toward 
the individual and indi~ectly from the physical and other · •. 
. 
attributes of the individual. 
.. ~ 
He ' saw ·the self resulting from 
. . 
the interaction between the individual and his- social world. 
He felt that an individual has as many self-concepts as the 
social. roles he performs.~ 8 
.Cooley, like Mead, insi'sted that a pe~~on's social 
environment played a most ~ignifi'cant role in. the dev:eloplllent'. 
· of sel~-con~ept or how a person -comes to vie~ himself. · cooley 
· ded . on this when_ he introduced th~ .- idea of the "looking· 
self." 29 · _-. 
"' ,, .. ; 
-· ·, 
Similar to Mead and Cooley, Sullivan"considered the 
I 
d!telopment ~f a chi~d' s sel;.f-conc_ept or his ex.~ect.ations, 
opinionf, .attit':ldes, and feelings towa·rds himself .as resultin~ . 
from social interaction beginnin~ very early in life. He ~aw 
~ 
it as a consequence of communicating with significant others. 30 . 
. ' 0 
28 Ge~rge H. Me ad, Mind, · Self and Society. 
University .of Chicago .... Press, 1934)', ·p.48. . ' 
(Chicago: 
' 
29 c. Cooley, "Human Nature and Social Interaction 
(l.iew York: . Charles Scribner's Sons, l902) , pp. 20- 21. 
' . j .. . . ' . . . 
30 H. s. Sullivan, · "Tlt~ Illusi~n of · Personal I~dividu-
. ality"_, . Psychiatry, ~III (May, 1950) ., pp.317-332. : . ~'- .. · · 
.. 
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;Kinch 1 s · th~oretical ~Tiews ·ori ~etf-~~cept : w~re very 
. .. \ 
similar to t~ose qf the p~evious thres theorists. 'He dis-
. .. . 
~ " ' I 
·' ~. 
.... 
' cussed self-concept- development from a 9lrbular viewp6i~t 
!;...;..'~. .... j ·.; , '· .. ,r~-:.=;.~. . ' . . . ·, ' . . . . 
· · .- ,~.,·,and purp9!='ted that ~elf-concept · results ·from.Jlocial - ~nter-
• o , 0 ;-·~-~::M ··~ .- 0 ~ 
action~~na is based on· the individual~ s perceptions of the 
. th .. d. t h . 31 way o ers are respon 1ng o 1m. · 
"\.' . 
Ruth Strang also saw the. self-concept as develo.Ping 
from birth 'thro~gp. inte~ersonal re~atio~ships. - .strani felt 
that a child's . self-concep~ wa& molded ~Y ·the :attitudes 
. towards h~ of ·~ers~t ~ig:~fic~n~ J ,n -~i{s l,tf~-~ for . - 'o 
- . .. 32 ·. 
e~amp_le, -parents, teache·rs and fr1ends. . 
' Thus, self-9oncept· was seen by. the -m~jority o~ · · 
. . Q . . 
theorists to develop from birth through social· interaction. ·.· .. 
. ' ' ~ . ... .... 
.J- • ~t was felt by many that it was always in · a state of ·cont.j.n:.. 
-uous ~ha~~e arid modificat~ 
.Havighurst, Robinson and Dorr conducted a study.' re-
lated to self-concept d~velop~ent in ~hich they attempted to 
-





, · ' t 
, .. 
' .. 
ent ages. The· technique they used to gath~r thei~ data w~s a • • : 
. u 
- ) 
self-report _technique. in which the children were asked · to 
write an essay entitl~d "The Person I . 'Would Li_ke . .'to b~ Lik.e. " ·: 
... 
31 John w. Kinch, "·~ Fo~alized Theory of Self Concept", · 
Aqlerican Journal o'f ·Sociology, t .CVIII. (June, · 1963_) ,,_ pp. 481-486. 
. . } . 
32 Ruth Strang, The Adolescent -Views · ~i~self (New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1957), pp.7s~16 • 
. ' . 
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They concluded that'" the rssponses · ~al·l mainly into four c~te-
gories·, I?are~ts or other family m~rnbers, glamourous persoJ?.s '· 
. . . ~ . 
attracti:ve and visible young adults, and im~g-inary characters •. 
• ' l ~· ' 
... .. . 
/ 
An. age. sequenc~ ·w~s also ·found' to exist~ a~ the . choi~· f -a .' · · 
. . J ' c~t~gory moved ou_tward _from .the·. f~~ly cir~le ~i-t::h ·age. · . . h~ -
results indicate that children from ages s~x to eight tended 
• • . I . ' ' '[} 
. ' -
tq· choose a parent• or other family mernbe:r·-~·5 the person they 
. ~ . . ~ 
~ wanted to be 1.1k,e. A~lcqnourous person,· · f~r exampl~, ·a.,·movie 
: . ) ' ' ' ' . . . 
._- star, ·_'\a~ the 'most ~requent choice· .of . qh.lld~en eight . to sixteen .· .. . 
. . . \. , . 
years ·6f age. ". The. choice. then mo-Ved .to att!active and visi~l~ 1. 
• • • • •• -- '. • _· • 
0 
- • "' 3 3' . . . 
. : ,youn~ adults arid :finally to imaginary' fpersons. 
Loui~e.· Ames, in a later ·study, .investigated the child'$ 
•.•• ~ ... ,, •• , ' • 0 •. ' . ... 
-developfng ·sense .of · self in relation to others as·. it ~as ex-· 
' . . . \ . . . . . 
·· ·. pres.sed or 'implied. in his ver~alizat~ons ~z:t· a nursery · school 
' .. 
situation • . Data: were coliected· and analyzed_ for ·children · 
. . . ~ 
0 . • • 
from ~ges eighteen months to four years·. The results ·of the 
• •• c . .. 
study ind~cated.that the· mother 'appear~d to ' exert the greatest 
. I • • ' ' 
... 
· ~influence 
.· .J../"'~ /' . on d'evelopment of the : sense · of self at the 
0e ·arliest 
• ~ l ' • • . 
f' . 
. ~- - · . 





. Ruth st·rang ,.:' Th~ ·Ado,].escent View Him.self ·(New 
McGraw-Hill, 1957); pp.75-76. 
I 0 
.  . 
33
. R; Havighurs~, M. Rob.in~on and, M: Dor+, "·The ·~evel-. . -. 
opment of . the. Ideal Self i:n Childhood a11d. Adolescence," .• , 
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·ages ' ~itd: that at_ la~er ~~e~\he emphasis 'i!>i.f.toed 'to '.ot!IBr 
. . . . 3~ . ' .. . · ' . . .• .· ," . 
· .  adults and ' finally to peers. .' - . ·I · . 
. ; ' . ~ . 
The self-conce?t has also receiv.~e attent1on from · · 
I • '\, . ' • .• ' 
. the point of view of ~e effect which physiological chang~ 
. . . 
. , . 
,. 
occurring· during adchescence has on· it. Musseri and-.Jones . 
• • g • \ • ; J 
investigated th~ . J;~l,9-ti~nship between ·phyJi~a~ maturational .. . 
• > • I • - '• .... ._ .. o o ' o f 
status and cert~-j_~ asp~c~s of personalit~. Specif.i:c~lly ~ 
C, , . -( · ~ 
they studied . the re·l~tio~ship beb,een late . and. early ma~urers 
. ' 
~ · 
• ., "i.o ' 
< 
l . .. . .. . ') . 
ana self.~concept. . ~e· f.indi~gs indicated 'that ·~o~e - ~ late- ' 
jllat~dng . than early\rna~uri~!g· boYs reve~l~d _ ~e.~ing~ of in-. · · . 
c 0 ' - • 
adequacy and . negativ.e self-concepts, .v,i.e~ed ·parents as highly\ 
• . • . • . . • . AA 
• ~ t •• - !! ·' . . a ' 
.dominati~g and rejecti'ng·, and exhibited strong underlying 
. . . 
·~ 
'depe~dency' needs. 35 . Al.so, Smith and. Lebo A~onst~at~d a i?·~s:~- ·. · ·. 
t • 
' 
tive relationship b~~ween physiological ch~nges occurring iP. 
. ( 
t • • ~ • , I , 
· ·. early . a?oles'cence arid personality develoJ?ment. Tlie results 
' . ~ ' . . ... ·", 
. J of the- st~dy se~med to supp~~t th~ . . i.dea_ tha 1: ·the • :hys~al · 
· "changes of adolescence, ·no l 'ess than_· the rapid changes of· 
j ( infancy ) }"ill ' be :~fleeted :in tJ,.~ ind~vid;al'; ~ .~eMV~or a~ 
j. .. he_ becomes ~ aware of. ·new ~ilities ·ana ·new possibilities 




.. Loui.se a. Aities, "The · sense ~f' · s~lf1 oi. ~u~s~ry 
. , · School Children as Manifested by Their Ve~bal Bepa~ior," 
-. Journal of Genetic Psychology, LXXXI (195~), pp.l93-232_. 
35 ' P. H. Mussen an¢1 M. C~ .Jones1 ."Self-Conceptions, 
Moti'vations, ··qnd Interpersonal attitudes· of Late' -. and Early-:.:. 
.Maturing Bc:>ys", Child Development, XXVIII·' (1:~57); pp.243-256. 
Q • • · · ; • • - -
. . . . 3 ~ W'. -·--o. Smith _ and . ~. Lebq,• "S~e Ch_anging Asp~c-ts 
of the Self-Concept-..of. Pubescent .Males"; · •Journal· df Genetic 
Psychology, L;KXXVIII _(19.56), pp._61-75. 
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. ,.Engel, _ cohc_lu~un·g. that there was~ very ~ittle rese-arch -done 
. . . ~· . . 
by way of lo~gitudinal ·studies tq add . to k~owledge of self-
. ( . . . .. . 
• G t . , . .. ·~· . , 
conc~pt ~e~e,opment, investigated·the · stability ~f self-
.. _'c
1 
oncept: i~ ad~scent-s over a .t:-~.p. y'e~r ·per:iod· •. ~ It · waa al~o 
'"'#:,.... 
the purp;s~ of the s~tidy , to ~xarnin~ ·.the. relatioilship. between 
' . ~ ' . 
'whatever ' st~bility found and the quqlity of the self-concept. 
Mec;t~p.res of .self-co~cept we.re obtained ·through. the use of o·-
, ' 
. sort~ adm~nist~red in. 'i9S4 and 1956:. A correlation of • 53 
' .. 
was found between the two administrations. However, it was' · 
' • 6 .. 
al~o .found that subjects wh.ose self-concep't was negative at 
. I \ ' (~ ' 
. the _in1tial...Jtesting wE7re signifi_cantly less stable than· sub-
· jedts whose self~conc~pts were positive. 3~ ~ 
"' 
·· Strang collected and analyzed· self-descriptions from 
a ~arge number of adolescents. , The analysis seems to·suggest 
g. . 
:. that . ~s the .. adolesc~rit . e~counter's varying soci<al expe~ierices, 
"". . 
or·, .as the social :fielld 'c~;anges ' . ~ts sel·f-concep't underg~es 
. ' . 38 . : ... · . 
restructur~ng _~· Thu&:..r · cis- .rapid changes oc9ur physiolog~cally 
.and .also . as . the sqq·w· field change.~, th~ self-concept• is 







37 M. Engel,· "The Stability of the Self-Co~cept in ' .. 
- _!\dol~scence," .Journal of Abnormal ·and Social -Psycholo<;Y, , ' 
·' LVI·II {1959) , · pp. 211-215. . .~ 
. . _ , , . 
• •. ~a_ Ruth ·strang, The Adolescent Views Himself .. (Ne~-.: :_. ... 
.York:' McGraw-Hill, 1957 • ~ 












Parental Influence on Self-Concept 
' . 
, The majority of_ personality theorises concerned'·.with 
' . 
self ·and self~construpts e~phasized the ~portance of the . . 
.... ' 
. . ' 
rol.e th'7lt "significant others" played in the development of ·· 
self-con.cept.. By significant others was me·ant' those persons, 
I . ~ 
real or imaginary, who exert an influence on the individual's 
beliefs about himself and his world. Furt&ermore, ·it was felt 
, . ). . 
that paren~s exert· the greatest inff,uence on this development .. 
The . ~ignificance pf\ the. p~ren_tal roie was found in the writings 
of ·Felsenthal. She st~ted that "In many cas~s the behavior 
• problems resulting from a poor self~concept could have been 
. ~ 
prevented ·or·avoidea by earlier implementation of parental 
conduct condti~ive to th.e deve.lopment of a positive self-conce~t. n 39 
1 
·.In ·addition, she saw the mother as playing the most' important 
' I 
role in the ~arly psychological development of ~he child as 
this .mothe~-child - ~yad _ is ~he earliest and .p~~haps most fund-
amental human relatio'"nship· ... 4.0 
' ' . 
• <> 




9 Helen Felse.p.thal, · "The Developing Self: The · 
· Pat:ental Role," The . Child and His Ima e: Seif ·conce t in ~ 
the Early Years, e • Kaoru Jamamoto Boston: Houghto!l M1fflin 
Company, 1972), ~.178. 
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21 
influence on sel~-concept in his study involving ~djusted and 
maladjusted groups of college students as determined by re-
ports of self on the M.M.P.I. He had these students describe 
' " 
their real and ideal self an.d the real and ideal self of each , 
of their parents on a twenty_four item evaluative rating scale. 
' The results of the study indicated that the adjusted subjects 
. -
see 'themselves as being more ~~like their parents thq,n the malad-
. . ... , 
. justed subjects and they .also felt that they were more highly 
esteemed by th~ir parents. Fu~thermore; there·was .indica~io~ 
that the adjusted ·subjects saw themselves as being more similar 
. 41 . to the parent of the same sex. 
Furthe~ support for the ide~ o~parental control over 
self-concept was furnished by Henry .. He.constructed a hypo-
thetical situation for his ~nvestigation. Each subje~t was 
asked. t;o i~; ne himself. as one of two ·.people engaged in a 
... ~~\ . ) 
~onversatipn in which the other participant gets hurt in some 
way. The~ the subject had . to. respond ·to.five items measuring 
' self-bbame or blame of the other perso~. The res~ts of . the 
study i~dicated th~t those who tended to blame themselves for 
the situation perceived their m9ther as playing the ·principal 
. 42 disciplinary role in the family. 
~. . . 
41 Melvin Manis., ".Personal Adjustment, Assume $iird.lar-
ity to·. Parents, and Inferred Parental-Evaluation. of the Self", 
Journal of Consulting Psychology, XXII (1~58), ·pp.4~1-485. · 
42 Andrew F. Henry, "Family Role Structure and Self 





·wylie, after reviewing the st~dies by·Manis and 
... 
Henry a.nd several others conducted 'before 1961, which ·in·-
,. 
vestigated ~e 'relationship between parent-child in~eraction 
and self-concept, concluded: 
.Y 
'lbere is sare evidence, not entirely free of .artifact, · · 
to suggest that dlildrens' · self roncepts ru:e s:ilidlar to the · 
view of· themselves which they attribute to their parents. 
'!here is sat\9 limited evidence that a child's level of self-
regani. is associated with parents' reported level of regard 
for h:itn. There is s~evidence to suggest that children 
see the like-sex paren ' self-ooncept (as mntrasted to the 
q:posi te-s~ parents' ·elf-concept) as being sanewhat rrore 
like their own self cx:mcept. '!here is scree evidence that 
children with self-reported maladjus-t:Irei1t see tlieir parents'l' 
views of them as differing fran eaC:tl oth~r. 43 . · · 
· Recently, however, Coopersrni'th conducted wha_t.'>.is 
'• ~ ~" 
. , 
.. 
probablY; the most extensive investigation into the.telation- . 
ship between parent-child · interacti~n and self-concept. His 
work, which consisted of a series of studies,. had as it major 
objective the task of explaining arid clarifying the antec~_dents 
1and . consequences of·self-esteem. The results of these' studies 
"'\ 
indicated that mothers of ·children of h-igh self-esteem tende'd 
~ .. 
- ' 
· to respond differently to their children than did mothers pf 
' . 
children of low self-esteem. The· fo:rlner tended to be more 
loving and.· accepting of their· children a -nd_ also maint~in a 
closer relationship with them. Also, parents of children with 
., 
high self-esteem diff~red from parents of children of low self-
. . 
esteem in· t~e types of , de~ands they mad~ 'of their -children and-
~he ·firmness and· consistency With -Which these demands were en-
forced. It was also di'scovered that the families differed in -· 
' . I 
43 Ruth c. Wyli~, The Self Concept (Li ncoln: Uni ve'rs-









.. J i /' 
the methods they employe~to . control and modi£y behavior. 
23 
•. 
.·There was no difference in ... the amount of punishment used by .· 
. . . ~-
.. each of t~e families. . ·Ho~ever, it was expressed diffe~ently 
·' 
·and perceived by the high esteem children · a~ being justified. 
/ 
The high esteem parents established. the most extensivza 
<'\ 
closest rules for their childrep and were also more c ncer~ed · 
:·' 
about .~nforcing them. !Jowever, in ~he high · esteem families .' 
the child was respected as an individual ~nd his rights and 
• I . . 
opini.~ns were recqgnized: In sum, the conditions which existed · 
' in famil-ies of children of high self-esteem were almost the 
.. 
exact opposite of those which' existed in families · of children 
of low self-esteem. 44 
'3 
Ellsworth also reported ·findings relevant to the. ide'a 
of parental influence· on self-concept. After ~n analysis -of 
data obtained from clinical cas~s, he concluded that 'emotional 
.. 
problems and negative fee'lirlgs about self were a result of 
• I • ~ "' • ' 
thr~e v.ery common causes: · oveFprotect:i:on; domination; and, 
. ' 
neglect by ·parent_s. However, he felt that parents could pro-
mote the development of a positive self-concept in their 
children by ·.tFeating them as ' real peopil.e rather than inanimate 
objects; by showing them lo~e; respe'c~, trust, confidence, admir-
• u • 45 ' 
ation and understa_nding. 
.. 
• 
44 Stanley Coopersmith,_ The Antecedents of ,Self-
- Esteem (San Francisco and London: . w. H. Freeman and Company, 
1967), pp.l64-235. 
4S ~t~rlin<j' G. Ellsworth, "Building tl}e Child's Self-
Concept", N. E .A. Journal, LVI (Fehruary ;: 1967) , pp. 54-56. 
·- . 





·"' ~ ....... 
' 
. ··: 
Hence, based. on the research deal~ng with the rela-
~tionship between p~rent-child interactio~ _and the-development -
. ~ ~ 
'' 
of self-·ooncept, parents are directly· responsible· for the 
self-concept whic~ the chi~d has of himself. 
Teacher Influence on Self-Concept 
. , ' 
. . ' 
As was pointed out earlier in this .chapter, theorists 
a~d. ~esearchers such as Zi:ller, 4-6 ~es47 and ~nyder48 suggested 
that ·a child's self-concept emerges as a result o~ h~s inter-
action with "significan~others" suclf as · parents~ teachers and 
' . . 
peers. It. was thought ·that parents exert · the gr~atest influ- ·. 
ence on the developing sense of ·self, partictilarly· during.the 
earliest ages. However, when the child enters school the 
emphasi~ shifted to the teacher antl later to the peers. 
The4~iew t~at teachers inflpence the personality 
' ' developmeqt of their pupils was c~troborated by evidence .fur-
nished ~ri two related studies by P~rkins. He-reported that 
· · . ~ 6 R. C. Ziller, '"Individuation· and Soci<ilization", 
, Human Relations, XVII -(1964),. PP· .• 341~360. 
47 . ' Louise B. Ames,, "The Sense of Self of ijursery 
School Children As Manifested by Their Verbal. :Behavior"~ 




,.,. ' · 
r.. · 
48 Eldon E. Snyder, "Self-Concept Theory: An Approach 
to -Understanding the Behavior ·of Disadva~taged Pup£lsn, 0 
Clearing House, XL {December, 1965), p.~43 • 
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25 
"' ' - . 
t'eachers' perc~ptions of pupils' self-co~cepts :were, · in genera·!, 
positively and significantly related to their -pupils• expressed 
self-conc~pts. ~~is · relatiqnship was found to be even more 
si'gnificant for teachers who had .c-ompleted a thr~e year child 
study program. Also,_ pupil~,of teachers who participat.ed in 
- -
' the . child_ study program showed significantly better self-con-
~ .,..~.cepts than pupils of teachers who did not participate in _- the . 
. ·. - program. The results of Perkins • studies indicated that· .teachers 
did, either conscious-ly or unc~sciously·, influence the self-
concepts' ,~f student~.~ 9 
4 ... \ • 
{ J I 
. . ' 
Beiief in the ~ign.f'f,icance of teacher influence on 
. ' 
self-concept was further substantiated in a· ,s'tudy conducted 
. . . 
by Davidson and Lang • The inve~tigati~n d_eal t with the re-
. ' · · •· r - . , 
I a • -
lationship between children·' s perceptions of their teachers' . 
. . 
feelings toward them and· their. own expressed self-perceptions. 
" . . 
The data· ·:for the study wer~ collec:ted by administering a che.ck ... 
. '. .. . .. . . 
· list of ~dject.ive·s to" the students. ~ The ad~ _ectives · were of 
· the "My Te~cher thinks·. I am" and the "I ~hink I am" . type. · · 
. Davidson . art~ . -Lang_: _conc~u~ed \hat;:..' ther~ . wets .a pos,itive .and sig-
ni'ficant correlation be_~ween the children's perceptions' of 
.. # ~ ~ • 
!thE7·ir teach~rs' ~ ~ee~ings _and the±r ·own self-.concept: Results 
aiso indicated . that . children possessing more favourable se!lf-
. 
concepts 'were more likely _to perceive their teachers'·. f~elings 
.. 
49 li. v. Perkins, . "Teachers I and Pe~rs · ~ Perceptions of 
~ 
• . J 
Childrens' Self- Concepts," Child Development; XXIX . (195'8); ~ 
. pp .. ' 203- 220.; see .also H. V. Perk-ins, · "Factors Inf~uencing 
~hange in Children' s· ~Elf-Concepts", · Chi'l'd ·Deveto·pment, XXIX 
(1958)., pp. 221-230. . 
.. . 
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·26 _· 
toward t~e~as ~eing·more favourable. ' • • <:1' ' In addition, the more 
ppsitive a c::hild.' s ~e~ce~tions ~-f his teaahers .feelings, ·the . 
better .was the academic standing o~ the child and the more 
' . , . 
desirabl~ was his ctassroom be~a~ior. . The·. impli~ations ·of 
this study. are that irt addition to children being aware of the 
at.t'itudes of teachers toward them, they also· 'tended to per- • · 
. . 
ceive themselves in much the same. manner that the te~chers 
' - ' 50 perceive them. · 
. I 
. ·.-v. 
Mel vi~· Mani~·; in another study, present~d findings · 
·.which lend 'further support to the i _dea of teacher ·influence 
' . . ' . ; . I - , . ' 
on childre~' s self-con·cept. ~he study·;. using college fresh-
. . 
men a~ subjects, · was designed to -test the assumption . that one's 
social interactions· form the basis ot. one's self-perceptions. 
~ . ' .. .. 
. Man'is reported that a person's seif;_concept ~an be inf_luenced 
. . ~ . ... ' . 
. ' 
by: other person is .perceptions of him after a period .:l.n which 
the pe.ople -~ere permitted 'to· interact freely. He also re-
ported that there w~s no tendency for the self-esj:'imate to · . 
·J... 
affect the view whl.ch others have of him. These· find~n_gs 
.. . • . . I 
supportec:I the _idea that tne. things which an ·individual sees 
o ' • I 
. apd ·believes . ab~ut 'himself' were to an extent determined by 
what others believe about him, that is, what teach~rs }?eli~ve. 51 ~ 
, . 
" .. ! " 
. \ . 50 Helen H. · Davidson and Gerhard Lang, "Children's 
~ · · Perceptions of Their Teacher' s Feelings Toward Them Relat~d to 
:: ' Self-Perception,.. School Achievemen-t\ and Behavior"·, JO'urnal ·of · . 
Experimental Education, . XXIX (December, 1960), pp.~~7-J.l8. .;': 
51 Meivin, Manis::-~ "Social; Interactio~ and the Self-
•· Concept, 1' Journal of· Abnormal· and· Social p ·sycho·logy, L~ . 
(1955) , __ pp.262-370. . 
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. . . 
Snyder s':1Il1Illed up rather c?ncisely t~e gene:r:a·l feeling 
about teacher-child interaction and ~elf-concept when_ he 
suggested .that teachers may, uni!lt~}ltionally, t -hrough their 
• • I 
·.· .. 
behaviors and attitudes toward students, modify the sel~~ 
images of studex9ts in a manner that is detrd.mental. · He wrote 
that . in view -'of th~ 'possible · et£ects thaf~):hey may ha~~ on · -
' • ' ' ' • ' I fl 
students, "teachers shoul~ try to anticipate ·the consequel_'!ces 
. - 52 
to tha students' self-image." 
• I 
P~er . In~luence on Self-Concept · 
. 
Considering 4 the great ·importance which both theorists 
~. . . ' 
and researchers cred~t to the "significant othe~this w:titer 
-I 
found it most amazing in tqat he· was unable to locate any 
. ' . 
reported research investigating "the effect that peers exert 
, on the development of thi_s particular aspect o£ a child's pe~­
sonality, or, for that matter, personality development in 
general_. ..... 
Special Education and· Self-Concept: Related Research 
The continuing -expansion in. special education programs, 
·which was noted· in Chapter 1, stimulated a tremendous amount 
. . . 
of research. However, very few research studies reported in .-
. . 
t~e literature invest~gated the relationship betw~en special 
. - . 
education and .childrens~Vsel~-c~nce~t. In fact, most of the 
literature, which was .reviewed by the writer for the purposes 
52 
. ~-idon E. Snyder, . "S~lf-Concept · Theory~·· An Appr9ach 
to Understanding the Behavior. o~ Disadvantaged Pupils" , ,., 
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. .. 
of. this 'stud;Y, was conc.erned with the self-concept of normal 
individuals. ·~or e~amp+e, folltowing a rece~t . review of per- · 
. ~anality res.earch reiated to the men:tally . reta~ded, Heber. con-. 
eluded that ···oespi te the importance of . global. concepts of 
. - . 
'feelings about oneself' . in cont~por.ary p~r.sonality tl:l~ory, 
'"'/ . 
one can only speculate about the ~el·f-con.c~pt of the mentally . " · 
. 53 ~ . · .... . -<:· ,. .. 
retarded." Jones also referreQ· to this lack ·of pertinent - ~·· 
-research in her writings dealing with the l~bels and stigmas 
attache.d to special· education- classes. , Jones ·suggested 'that 
,, 
, • . n 
some of the lapels used . in special education imply deficiencies 
. . . . 
' and shortcomings ·which may generate .attendant problems of 
. . ' . ' .. 
. ,., . 
1owe1;ed self-=concept and expectations which interfere with a 
child • s optimUm growth and . develo~ment. She referred to the 
. fac~ '):hat ·insufficient attention had b~en given to thi's area 
· aJld r:eported that no . empirical study ~as been reported in the 
literatute dealing with labels a_nd stigma in ·public school . 
. . . . 
·populations of exceptional children. 54 · In spite Of th~s,'f-• ·~1 
·aearth of .relev:aJ}t research re.lated to . self-concept and the 
exceptional child, several studies dealing directly with this 
~ection, although not directly related to this 'a-rea, also .pro-
•• . ·, 
53 · ~{ . 
. Rick Heber, "Personality", , Menta!' Retardation·: A 
Review of Research, ed. Harvey A. Stevens and R~ck Heber 
(chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), · p.l47 ~ 
. ' ~ ' 
54 ~ ' . .. . \ 
. R. L. ~ones, "Lab~ls and ,Stigma 6£ Special Education." 
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vided findings which shed light on the rej_atipnship · of · special · 
' I I • • 
• . & 
educa_t'ion and self-concept. 
Col~ins and Burger, · in the most recent s-,:udy reported, 
cqnpa_red educable mentally retarded adolesc,ents a tt.ending \ 
special classes and adolescents attending classes for ·normal: 
.. ' , • u 
' "' • • • • -'1511. .. 
students on the Tennessee Self-9-Concept Seal~. . They reported 
., ..... ; • "'> 
" . ., .. ~. ·, 
that there were significant differences. between the scores· of · : · 
. : . ·. ., :, ~ · : 
.· . 
. . 
educable mentally_ 'r .etarded ado1"esce'nts ·and the normal addle·sce~ts . 
on the self-criticism and social~self subtests and concluded 
. . 
tJ:lat the retarde4 adolesc·en:ts possess'ed more negative self-
4 • 
concepts . pnd lower-- self-~steem. s_~ -I • 
Meye1:owitz furnished evidence simil~r to that pro-
• \ t, 
vided by Collins a,nci Burger in a study in wbich he inv.estigatedt 
the change in retarded childre;ns' ·sel·f-col)cepts as a~ result .. 
56 ' "I ' . . 
o£ special c:lass placement. Acgordin:g to .Meyer~~itz, the. 
- . 
advocates of special <;:lass -plac~ment of educable ·-mentaily . re-
. . 
· tarded children contend that. among other advantages, th~se 
. . i:.~. · • 
J 
classes promote ': the a~quisi~ion of a more nearly reali~tic and 
,1, • " ;: .... , 
. . 
h~althy self-:concept • This . contention was based upon the · 
• Q • 
_. .
55 H .. -· A.· Collins and G.. ~. Burger, "The Self -Concept: 
of .. Adole~ci:mt Re~arded Students", Education and Training of 
the Mentally Reta£ded, y (February, 19'70) , , pp.23-30 . 
-
56 ~. H. :Meyero~it2, · "Selff~erogations i11 ~oung · Re- . 
tardates find Special Class·_Pl'aceiiient"--,-cnild Devel opment., ~XX 
III. {196Z), pp."443-45~. '::.. ~ 
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assurnpti~n that regular class plac.ement confl:'onted the r.ti-. 
, ~ 
t~u;de~ child. with 'standards . tha-t;. .w~re· so f~r orit . of repch 
~ecau~e 0~ hi~_:l~w menta~a~ility t~at. th~ .' child ~~ a resu~~ 
hfid no s~bstan:tial basis fC?r .forming a · heal'thy perceptid'n of ·. 
. . . . -. ' . 
. self. S? . The .results of the study suppor_t~d his -· hyp~thesis . ·. 
. .. 
that there wour'd be a · c.hange -in s~lf-concep·t after special 
, I • • 
c:la!?S Pl:-a·cement~ . He ·found that special class . students in-
. . 
c _reased in self":"de'rogations or. ,,acquir~d a mox:~· neg?J.tive . self-
. ·.concept after· one . yea~ 'in the · specia;I. program. -· I , 
. 
The rea~oning.· behind early placement ·of exceptional 
'.) . . . 
· child~~n. irtto . sp~ci~l tlasse·s lias ·be~n that: the ··lori.9er· · the 
. ' \ ·. . . 
' .. ! ) 
' .. 
retarded Child remained · in the r~g\l,lar ClaSS 1 the _more. fai l U:J:eS . . 
.. 
~. . . 
'he ·would rn'eet, and thus increased ~he _·ptobability · of hi~ 
. . 
.• d~veloping ' a. n~gative perception of h:imself~ 8 . Mayer I inve-sti-
gating the relationship between ·early sp~cial · class placement. ~-
• • f • • f ,. , , · I . : ' 
... and the Se1f_;COnC.eptS Of Ine~ta11y: handicappedcbhj,}.Qreh 1 furnished 
. . . .. , . . 
evidenc:::~, wh~ch c·o~robo~atea . t_he liesu.ft~ rep~rt.ed by 'MeyerQ~itz. 
. . . ,. _.,... .. 
The res~lts of this s;tudy did not·. suppo~·t ' tiie hypoth~sis that. 
- ~ . \ . . 
' . ~ .. 
e. early pl.acement 0~ .the.se children w~s r 'elated· to the develO~-
' ' 
ment of positive s,e1f~concept1s •. No · j .ustifica·tion. was indicated 
t .J . ' . -· . ., ~ .. : ' ' . 
by the results that · ea~ly · identi·f~cation and :placement of · · · 
. . . . . ~ . - a . . , . . . .. . .. . . 
exceptic:;:mal chi~dren . ~n special classes· fostered a better· self-




S 7 Ibid. , p • 2 4 3 ~ 
. ' . • '..:- '. 58 ' , . . . . -. . . .·. . . . 
. . · c. -L. Mayer, "The Rel.atio,nship of_ Early Speci~l · .' 
C1ass P1acernent and the Sel.f-Concepts of, M_entally Handicapped 
Children", ·Exceptional Ch'd.. l.dren, XXXt'II (October, 1966) ;- pp. 77-:-81. 
. ' ' 
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. __ _. . Carroil, in another relevant study, invest.lga,ted theb 
. . 
• ) 0 • • • • • 
· :effe9·ts' o_f .segregated and · pa.rtiall~ integ:r;at~d scho_o1 pro.gta~s 
·, . on ·the . self-c.oricep't of-. educ~.~le ment.ally reta~ded stud~nts. 
0 • • • 
c~~ro11· r~potted th~t. ~tudents participating in the -' partially 
. . . : . . . . . ~ " 
· ·. : . -integrated. program made ·a ·significant improvement in develop-
.. in{( a· more· · positive. s~lf-co~~~pt ov~·r o~e academic year. 59 · 
. . . 
. "a e • - ... 
. Welch, in a similar stud~, also r~porte.d ~indings ~
.' compar~ble . ·t.p those report:ed by Carroll . as ·he. found~cthe ·, -: . 
... 
' - ..... 
~ .. .....; .... ··type of schooL -program. did have an effectjf; the sel.f:-con~ept 
' I __. . - --' • • • • 




O.f the . ed:ucable. mentaiiy r~tarde 1 With:· StUdentS in a pa~tially 
1 
• ~ 60 
. han . those in a segregated setting. ; 
· Also.,..---- auer, in a study il'\vestigating the det~rminants 
. _ __.....-; . . . 
of se~:-conc~pt in educab_le mentall~ retarded c!'lildren., reported 
. :_findings similar to thc:>s~ of carroll and Wel~h. Bauer foun<t 
sign.ificantly higher self-con<?·~pt ·scor'es for the children 
Q . • • 
placed in the partially se.gregated programs than for those ·. 
~hildren p1,aced in! a comp1ete1y segregated .se~ting. 61 
/ 
.. 
59 A·. w·. CarroLl, "The Eff~cts of Segregat~d and· 
Partially Integra-t·ed School 'Programs ·on . the Self-concept and 
Acad~mic. Achievement. of_ Educable Mental ·Retardates", Excep-
tional Children, .IV (;1.967), pp. 93-99. 
60 . ' . . . 
~ E~ A. Welch, "The Effects _ o~. Segre«Jation and ..Par~ 
: tial1y Integr~ted School;. Programs on Self-Co.ncept and Adad~­
ic. Achievement of E.au~:Qle ~ental Retarda~ ··Dissertation 
.Abstracts, 26: 5533-553A, 1966. - ------- · . · 
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Elenbogen, .hi a compar-ison stud~ · of' tw~ ,groups of · · . · 
"', ·' ~ ""t . t . 
men.tally reta'rded , stl:ldents, · repor:ted :that ·those ·children J_n 
s~cial classe~ did·. ~~t. ach~eve as ,well academic-~lly as th~ 
. . 
retarded chitdren in the regular grades; 'however, there.was 
to . .. I · '• 
indi.cation that they were· better adjusted socially· both 
• /t • • 
. in and out of .school. 62 · Apart from thisr study, mos~ of the 
. 
·. . 
research concerned with. special ··classes and the self-concept 
,J • ~ ' 
.\ .... . 
indicate~ . tha~ ·special c ·lass placement ' ~acJ:' a d~trime~tal effect 
0 ' l 
~ - . 
lP ~' .. . " . 
. Anot~er study J?y Mey,erowitz, altllough not directly 
' 0 I 
~ • • " ' -It 
. inv'olving the self-:;c_oncept 9f special class students; pro-
'\ ~ 
vid~~D eyid~~ce ·which m~y aisq be important in the'consideration 
'I - • : 
~ ' 
.. ,. 
, • . 
'' 
0~ .the' effect· which 'sp~cial -clas~ ·p:Iacemen1; lias on· self-concept. ; . ' 
. ' 
Mey~rowitz irive~tigated the effect :that. ·_special ~lass pla~ement, 
,. . . . '.,; ' . 
- • • . • 0 .. ~ .. - • J . • 0 • 
of educable mentally re~arded children had on the ·attitudes 
" • o • ~ I 
of par~nts. He fo~nd -that par~nts of children who attended 
·'- ·., 
. - . 
. . 
. •' 
greater awareness of their child's retar~ 
\, o o' I f' ' ' ~ 11 ' ' o 
derogat~ and ~value · their .c.hild more 
' ' ' . ' ' I : ' ·~ ' 
special class showed 
d~tion ~ .tend~d to 
· than did 'parents of educable mentally retarded children who 
' • .J • , , t 
.. . . ' . 63 . • - ' -
- ~ere attending- the regular classes •. In light of the 
u<J.iterC!tU;re, Which was presen~ed in the section dealing ,with .• 
., . . . 
---------------- .. 
· . ~~ ~ · . ~2 M.· L • . Elenbogen: fA Comparitive Study· ot' Some 
..- ·/ · 'f~spects · ~f· · Aca~emic and So~al Adju~tment. of Two Groups of 
- Mentally· Retarded Children 1n. Special Classes and in Regular 
' . ~-G~!ide~," . Dissertation Abstrckts, 17: 2496·, . 1956. . 
__.. 
063 . . ' 
1 
. : . ~ 
J. H. Meyerowitz, ~Parental Awareness of Retarda~ 
tion", American ·Journal of Mental Deficiency, LXXI . 0,.9.67) , . · 
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. I . . . 
·parental influence on self-concept ·, ' it seems pr~bable that· 
• • :: • I) I 
0 ~ ~ !( . 
. ~ .. 
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•,: 
. . 
. ~ ' i 
· tion .of the child changes which in turn· may influence the 
. . 
child's sel~~~eice~tion~ - ,. 
• • <! ' 
Qther recent' studies c_oncern.ed with the evaluation . 
\ ' . . ' . \. . 
o_f~ s,Pecial classes have ·also produced results .which _corrobor- . 
· .ate 'the -.findings _of earlier studies. Smith ~nd Kennedy, 64 
~f~-~ohnso"n, '6s . ~nd Goldstein, Moss, . and J~rdan6_6 , hav~ conducted 
<.,~ ./. 
·• 
'studies that -have prodtleed results which further substant~~~ 
U{eo vie~ expressed by Lilley 'that "~pe,cial programs h~ve 
• 1 . . . . .. · . . 
. . 
duced litt~e that ~s su~rior to wpat is·produced in the 
- . ....,.-






. H; v. S~ith and W. A. Kennedy, "Effects of Three· 
.. Educationa1 · Progra~s·. on Mentally Retarded Cpi_ldren "· , Percep-
·,tual and Motor 'Skil~s, XXIV (1967),. p.l7~ • 
' . 65 . . 
. G. o. Johnson, "Special Education for the Mentally 
Handic8pped- A Paradox", Journal of Exceptional Children XIX 
(1962) , pp. 62-69-. ..,; 
66 ~ 
H. 'Goldst-ein, J ... w. Moss, and L. · J. Jordan, The 
of S ecial . Class Trainin on the Develo ment o~ 
Menta y Retarded Ch~ldren, (Wash~ngton, D.C.: Dept. HEW, 
Office Educ., 1965) .• . 
·.., .. 
67 1 
M. S. LiJ.ley, . "Special Education:· · _A :rea pot. in a 
Tempest", Educational Pers ectives in Learnin Disabilit , 
. ea. ·n. D. Ham1.l.'l and N. R. Bartel Toronto~ John Wl.ley &' 
S~:ms, Inc.~- 1971), · · · · ' ·· · 
' .. 
-. . ' 
.. 
.. 






















' . ,;:_.~~ 
H~nce, lt seems that muc~ of ~be rese~rch dealing 
' ~ . . .. 
· with special education, ··part.icularly that relating to self-. 
' . . . . 
.., 
·cqncept, has produced findings ·that make ppecial class place-
... """ ( ' • 0 
~·: J 
. ' ' 
• I 
ment a questionabte procedure~ 
. ' 
· · SUMMARY OF REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The ~elf-concept\w~s seen by the various ·theorists 
as that configuration of ~ualities and characteristics which 
~~he. individual. feels · are descriptive of himself. It was seen 
· •by :the, majority as that ·w~ich is . absent at birth and whic,h ... -~' 
() 
. 
develops through social · i~teraction as the child ·grows and 1 
matures. · The chilo lef!rn-s ,. through t:he use of .language and 
iqentification, the various ~t~itudes, values,_and opinions · 
' ,. 
. ' 
which significant others in his environment havs toward them-~ . ' 
selves and him. Gradually, ·he accepts' these views of othek·s 
which result· ~rom soc.ial experience into his own vie~ .of . him-
self. The dev~lopment self-concept was thought· to be con tin-. 
uous as· it is influenced by the varying social situations and 
" 
experiences • . It was fel! ~o be in a state 'of continuous 
. 
change and modification. 
" 
Res~arch indicated that parents exert the greatest 
. . 
influence over a child's se~f-concept. Hqwever, as .the child's 
life· space expands, . ~the teacher qnd gradually the ·child's peers 
' 4-
- . 
become imp9rta~t· sources of influence. 
,.-
Most of the research/ reviewep concerned with special -
educati~n and self-conce~t indicqted · ~bat s~ecial ·class place-
ment would have a detrimental effect on ~ child's s.elf-concept.~ 
·-
' . . 
' ' .~ · 
. .. 
.· 
j - . ' 
35 
Several studies, for example those by Collins and Burger, and 
Meyerowitz, furnis·hed findings that . indicated .that special 
-- . 
class placement resulted in the development of. more _negative 
self-concepts. Carr~ll, Welch, and· Bauer found that the type 
. . ) . . - - ' . 
of class placement did have an effect on self-concept, with 
·"'children in segreg·ated settings haying mo're negative . views of 
themselves. Meyero~i~z also fo?nd that 'special · c~ass pl&cement 
di~ influence t~e parents' perception of their ch~ldren in a 
. ' 
-negative direction. "Thts nega~iye .. pe~ception by parents 
-' could affect the children's self-views. Ap~~t from 'the study 
" ~ 
. . ~ 
by Elenbogen; most of •the research -wnich was reviewed reported 
' ' I 
· findi~gs which make plc:tns 'for futther expansion in special 
classe~ a questionable idea until ~mor~ .~dequate research hfs 
been conducted·. 
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.;> Chapter 3' 
.· ), . PROCEDURES 
The s.ubjects for. this study were selected -children 
fr9m within the R~man CathoFic School_ Board District for st. 
John's. A .request was initiated with the School Board for 
-
students to participate in the study, (see Appendixes D and E) •. · 
Out ·of the requested 600 students, a total of 401 children 
were surveyed from -which 240 subjects were randomly chosen to 
constitute .- the :finql.sample. 
The subj ect.s were placed into eight groups of 3 0 ··sub-
je~ts each . according to the variables of typ~ of .cla~s place~- · 
ment, grade level, and sex. (see Table I). The total·.number 
.of: spec;:ial class male· students surveyed was 60. The· total 
number·· of special class \emale students was '60. The total 
n~er of special class students in?luded in the study wa~ 
- •. 4·. ~ .. • 
120. · The1 total number of male students in regular class 
settings included in the. study was· 60. The number of female . 
students in , regular class . set~ings surveyed was 60. The . total 
nuroier of children in regular class settings included in the 
study was 120. • 0 
As will be outlined in the section dealing with the 
des~ription"of the - instrument~ the' sssT differed from m~ny of 
the· other self-concept . ins~uments . in that it yi~lded a seri~s 
" - .. 
of scores on several different dimensio~s o f self-concept 
.. 
., . 




T~LE 1 • 
.. Number of Subjects by Grade Level, Sex, 
-~ Special Class ' Setting 
Grad·e Level: Male 'Female 









,- Totals 60 60 
-
... , .. 
:. 
I . 












' 30 30 
- ';,. 



























rather than c·ulminating· in a single index of some giob~l. dimen-
, 
sion. The writer was interested in comparing the subjects on · 
lh~ basis of ov~r~il. . o~: .total sel;-concept as well as OQ. the ·· 
nine subt~st scores. Therefore, tptal scores f~ ·subjects 
were calculated on the basis of whethe~·a high or low score 
on each of the' subtests was indicative of a favourable seif-
' . . 
concept. A high score on .th·e . subtests Self-est~em, Social . • 
' 
Interest or Dependen'cy ,· and Complexity. was c<;>nsidere~ indica-
tive .of a f~ourable self-concept. A low score on.·the sub-.'-. 
. . 
. . 
tests Identiffcafion with Mother, .Identification with Father, 
. .:~ . . . 
Identificatiop with Friends, ·a~d Identification with Teacher, 
. 
Individuation and Realis~ for Size was considered indicative 
·· of a favourable self-concept. . . - . 
The total self~concept ~~s calculated by ·the 
following · ~o!IDula: 
Total Self-Concept Score · • (48-EST) + (4-DEP) 
:+ (12-COM) + MO +FA 
+· FR + TCH + .IND + REAL 
EST =>,Self-Esteein 
DEP =Dependency-or social Interest 
COM = Com~exit~ 
MO = ·Identlfi6ation with Mother 
FA = Identification with Father 
FR = Identification with Friends 
TCH ·= Identification with Teacher . 
· · IND = Individuation 
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The Questions to test the ·co~pari~on o-f ,subj'ect's- over-
, . . 
,. 
all self-concept were hypotheses t to VII. -The . questions.·,to 
. . 
test the comparison of subjects 'on the nine suhtest. - ~cores 
. 
were hypotheses VIII to XIV. All questions inve~tigate~ by -
.. 
this study were stated in the 'nulr hypothesis form. 
• • f 'f. •• 
Hypothesis .I: No signi.ficant futference wi-ll exist be-
tween' total scor.es on the SSST as they relate to type of 
class plac.ement, grad~ level, ~and sex. 
Hypothesis II: .. No significant difference will exist be-
tween total scores on the SSST as they relate to type· of 
class placemen~· and. grade level. ..... r 
. • v . . ~l 
· Hypothesis III: · No- significant differenc;e will exist 
between ' total scores on ·tbe SSS~ as they r~~ate •to grade 
level and sex • 
' ' 
' 
Hypothesis IV: No significan~ difference · will .exist be-
··--
. 
tween total scores on 'the SSST as they relate to type of 
• 
_class plac~ent and .-sex. 
. ' ' 
Hypothesis V: No significant difference will exist .be:.:. 
< 
· tween the total, scores of male and female students on the 
. SSST. 
Hypothesis VI: No sig_nificant differe nce w:ill exis-t :be-
. 
tween the total s.core9' of grad_e ·level I and gr~de .level · I~ ·. 




: ' ' 
, . 







Hypothesis ovi I : No significant _difference will exist be-
. . 
tween the total scores of regular _class students and 
special class students on the SSST. 
• l ' 
Hypothesis VIII: Nd sign~ficant differences will exist 
between the resul.ts of the nine subtest scores on the SSST 
' 
d l 




·Hypothesis IX: . ·No si~nificant 'dif_ferences will .exist be-
tween the results of the nine subtest scores on the SSST 
. : . -
as they relate to type of class placement and grade ·leveL:· ·· 
' . 
Hypothesis X: No significant diffe,rences · ~ill exist be- · ·: 
. . . . 
tween the results of the ~ine . subtest scores on the -SSST 
as they 'relate to grade level and sex. 
. . 
Hypothesis XI: No significant differences will : exist be-
' I ' · 
tween the r~sults of.the nine sYbtest scores on the SSST 
.. 
' ' 
as they relate to type of class placement and s~x~ 
'( 
. , 
Hypothesis XII: No signifi~ant differences will -exist be-
tween male ~pd female students and the results of their · 
.. 
. . ( ' , 
· · · nine sqbtest scores on the SSST. 
Hypothesis XIII: No significant difference_s wil'l exist ·be-
:tween grade level I . and <-cj~ade level II students and the . 
. r : 
results ? .{ th~ir- -n:lne subtest scores on the SSST. 
~ ·Hypothesis XIV; - No ~ignificant differences ·will exis~ be-
· -:--:-areen--J;egular clas.s students and . special class st.udents 












The Self-Social. 'symbols Tes:tr.- (SSST) consists o'f a 
'booklet con.taining· a . series of geometric designs. ..Circles 
\ 
41: 
.· and o~er figures w~re used to represent the self and other 
. . 
persons of importance. ~he . subjects were.requested to respond 
to each item by choosing one _of the figures· in each series to 




A discussion con.Gerni.ng the rationale and · theoretical 
0 
-framework of the instrument1 'was included ·in this section. 
Also,. each of tl:le individual tasks of the ·sSST were discussed. 
: . 
The latter discussion included a description .of the operations 
invovled in each task and ~n explanation o~ the theoretical 
, 
_interpretation of the .meaning of each. (See Appendix A fo·r a 
' 
• I 
copy of the SSST). It shou1d be pointed out.that the material 
. . 
presented in this section - the-author's and can be viewed 
in its entirety in the SSST 
Theoretical Background and ·Rationale I 
The SSST was a ~ew appr6ach to the measurement of self~ 
concept. attempted to eliminate the in~dequacies 
41 2 
"eh Wylie conclud~d -were inherent in 
I . 
1 R. c.. Ziller , B. H. ·Long, and E. · H. Henderson , Manual 
for the Self~Social Symbols Method (Unpublished test, 1965). 
· 
2 Ruth. C.)· ylie, 'The :self-Concept (Lincoln, .Nebras:ka: 
Un;l.versity ·of Neb aka Press, 1961) ~ p.ll4. , . ~ 





' ' ' in.strumeri~ts which we:~ . used fn ~revious st~J~'~s. 
· , ' 
··The first and ;basic underlyin.g as.surnpt'ion behind the 
- - -- ~--· ··:---
SSST was that it was also .possible for a pe~son to. communicate 
' . 
. . 
his self-concept nonverbally. It was also ass~ed that .the var-
ious arrangements of symbo.ls . in the SSST booklet were ana-logous 
. l 
' 
to the self-other rela:tionships which a person experienced in 
his life space. The findings ·of Ziller 
! 
3 ' 4 
and · L<:mg and Kuethe· 
. ' 
support~fl thi,s latter assumption an~ also provided support for 
the valid:ity of various · tasks foun.d within the SSST. 
.. 
Another ' assumption 'underlying this method was that the 
particular spatial arrangements indicated by the subjects in 
~ach of the tasks are interpretable and that each of the non-
r· ' 
verbal responses have common and easily transl~table' ·mean~ngs~ 
. . ' 
The research findings of Heider5 and Michotte~ provided -empir-
ical· support for this assumption of ~ommo~ meanings. They· 
. found agreement among subjects at>out the meanifigs·--and -motives 
Ziller and Barbara H. Long, Self-Social. Con- · 
(Paper presented EPA meet1ng, 
..1 4 ,_ /1 
J. L. Ku~the, "Prejudice a~d Aggression:_ A study ' \_ ... -
of Specific Social,Schemata,~ Perceptual and Motor Skills, 
XVIII ~· (196:4)· , pp.l07-115. · . 
· • f 5 F. 'Heider, The Psycholi>gy of Interfersonal Relations 
(New York: John Milley, and Sons, Inc., 1958 , p.31. : 
6 A. Michotte, L.a Perc~ption de la Causali te, (2nd 
~ Ed.) {Louvain: Publications Universitaire~ de Lo~vain, 1954). 










"' ·, 43 . 
associated W>ith stimulus ob)ec·t~ arranged an~ moved in par-:-
ticular ways. whfch seeme~ to ~uggest a language. 0~ spatial 
. . . 
arrangements -wh.ich was possible to read. 
. (\ 
The . SSSTtm~·thod also :assumed th-at the pen-verbal ap-
proach ·to ~he· measurement of ' self-concept would result in a • 
more valid profile of the individual's self-concept than pre-
' 
. ~ - vious verbal approaches. The reasoning behind t~is ·pref~rence 
for the non-verbal test was found in the weaknesses contained 
. - ' -
in the verbal self-reports. · For example, it was felt that 
verbal tesfs··-were _influenced by such. things as verbal fluency 
."and vocabulary. Also ·; since word mea~ings vary 'from cplture 
• <> • 0 
to c~lture7 and even from individual to indiv~du~l, 8 unequ.ivocal 
interpretati'Gns of verbal self-descriptions'· were quite difficult. 
·Furthermore, another 'weakness inherent in the verbal self- t 
. . ... ' 
boncept ,inst~uments was th~t subjects may respond to t~e t~sks· 
- --- in a · socially desirable' manner rathei than a'cco~ding to . t heir 
# ' ' 
own tru~ · feelings. The SSST method was an attempt to eliminate · · 
some of these ~ifficuit'ies. 
7 . ,. . .. 
E. P. Hollander, P_rinciples and Methods of Social 
Psycholo~ (New York: O~ford :University Press, '1967)_, ·p •. 246. 
./'. 
\ • 
8 J. c. Lo~h-lin, "Wofd Meaning· and 'self-t!escription 1 " ·. · / 























Itseeme~ that there was an obvious auvantage to this 
I • • 
method of self-concept measurelllent, in Jtat .n.o . reading. abi1i ty · 
wa~ r~quire~.· -. The subject .was n<?,t han9~capped merely bec~use 
he did not have the necessa~y reading ¢kills to undershand the~ 
qu~stiors 'con~ained. in the test·. This would be espec"ially true 
~forth~ sl~w·learning· or retarped children. Als~, the SSST 
method resulted in a · 's'eries of sco~es bn several di:eferent 
d~mensions of self-concept ;I'at~er than culminat.in'g in a sin_:Je 
index of some-gioba~ dimension. 
. c 
" .'1 
THE . TASKS: DESCRIPTIONS AND THEORETICAL MEANINGS . 
Self-esteeill · 
Self~e~t~em .was thought to. be a . person's ·p~rceptio~ 
of his wort)l. · It was assl;lilled .to d~velop' in a· social context 
. . 
and accrue 'from an accumulation of s 'elf-other comparisons on· 
an evaluative dimension. 
There were two ·basic types of tasks used. to measure 
self-esteem. Both tasks w7re _des~gned alon~ . t .he same;{ princi-
ples. TJ;le · tasks were vertical esteem, ·which was· found · to be 
' 
most ~ffective with young pre~reading childr~n, and horizontal 
· . esteem, appropriate for children once they have · learn~d to 
- . . 
· read, . as well as for o;I.de·~ subjects. When u·sed with the same 
• ' , · . ' . .q . f!; 
. . subje9ts, . both vertical and horizontal esteem.related. positively 
i • 
' 
. ; - ~, . ~ 
. The task mea~uring ·vertical e'steem consisted of· a 
· co~umn ~£five o~ , six ci~cles e~cQ . ~£ ~hi?n ~e~resented · a 
., 
child. . The subj~c~. was ~nstruct~d . . to sel~bt. dne .of the circi'es 
'• • . ...,l~·· 
' . . 
. ' 




















. ·, \ 
to stand for himself and place his initial .in it. 
. . 
Higher 
sei'f-esteem Wa~ flS_sociated with ·a higher pos;i.tion, with scores 
.. - ~· I 
ranging frqm--~one·. to six trom bottom to' top : The research 
~ . ..... 
"results · 'of Desoto, London·, and Handel9 provided empirical 
, , • ~ ' • ~ J • • • .. " • 
support for the ra~ionale behind'this .task. They reported 
an CU?Sociat;~n · between the_ .~igh-low physic_al dimension and 
. ; 
-·z- . 
the "good-bad" semantic dim~nsion. · 
' . . 
The 'procedure used with yqung children for mea~uri"ng d 
. · , . ' .. . . 
· horizontal e 'steem. w·as the s~e· •. Si~ circles were arranged -in 
.. . 
· a ~ow and the child ·se!ected one to' be himself. The scores · 
ranged f~om one to six from right to left .with the- hi_gher . 
( 
score indicat_ing higher· esteem. The valid,i ty of . the· a~sunip-
. ' 
tion •assoc~ating Value With a left position wa9 support~d by 
Morgan: s~0 findi.ng t~at -s{mjects attribute greater importan~e· 
. ' 
'\. \ ' 
" to · a s~imulus in the ,extreme le'ft position. 
' ' . 
This ass·oc.ia tion 
. . . · .• 
. . . 
was probably · a:, fu_nction of the cultural no~· (fou_nd · in _numerous 
. ·' . . culture) of beg_inning rows of reading . and.· wr.i ting on the . 
. . 
·. left. The higher the total . s~ore on th.ese tasks the higher 
' \ . . . 
\ . 
'the self•e~teem • 
.. 
·r ,. ..__ 
9 I . . . . . . .. 
•· . · c. i/3-.. Desoto, -M. Londoti, .and· s .. Handel, "Social . · 
Reasoning an& Spatial Paralogic", Journal· of Personality and ,· 
Social Psychology, II'(l9~5), pp.513-521. 1 
. 
10 J. J~ 'Mor.gan, · "Effe9ts 
Inductive Reasoning,"_ Journal. of 
XXXIV (~944), pp.l59-168. 
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. .: ";;. 
Soqial Interest or Depende.pcy · 
o • " ' D : ., ,• > 
social .interest ·or ¢lependen~y was ··thought to. be the 
. , . ; .. . . . . . 
... degr~e ' to _whi<;:h' a .Person p~r.~ei v~d-. h:tm~elf a~· a p~t. of a 
. ~ - . 
· .. . group" of (:)~hers, as 'qpposed''to· a per~ept'ioil of the ·self as 
I • 
· an ·individual •. 
••• - > . ... ~ .. 
I u 
I The concepu of social interest or~ginated.~~th Adler11 
and was .considered -by 
.  . 
0 • • 
for the~·. personalit·y. · 
~im t~ be a trait of . c~ntral i~port~n~e · 
H~ suggested' th~t the range of p person's 
. . . ' 
' I -' • 
affe~tionate interest · and concern. -is what constitu-tes social 
, 
' ' . 
' .inte:(eSt,· and that lOW· SOC;ial interest implies ·an isolation 
• • ' • ~ • , tl ' 
of. the person arid "a private :View of tli~ world.· .. · . ...... ... Further, when '~-
~ . . ' v • 
ct . perso~ is high in soci~~ .,inter~st.'; ·one may. i .nfer· that he 
0' 
' per~eives himself ·as part . of such a group. and is respon.sive 
,. 
to its demands~· , Such social t.endencies, which.. pres~ably stem 
.. . ... I· . ~ ~ . . 'J : • • • • , ~ , • • • • • • • • " 
from affiliative motives, may be related'to speqific needs for 
~oci~l- comparison12 o~ ~ay i~v~lve. a more gen_e.ra"i ~njoyrnent ~ · 
• 4 . ' 0 . 
of the "give ana ·.t~e" of social interaction. · 
1 ' ' 
. . 
In the SSST approach, the'task which was used for . 
. . . . .. .. ·. I 
~easu?=ing social, intel:-es~ cons.is'te4· of ·three circles ~epreseritL 
<:1: • ' 




' A; Adler,· The Practice and Theo 
Psychology (New York.: ~Harcourt, Bra~e, an 
0 
.  . 
. ' 
: 12 ·st.anle~ Schacter; The 
· .·. (~tal'l:forCfi, California: Stanford 
• : 0 • ' t . 
Ps~chology of Affili.ation . 
Un1.ver.sity Press, 1959) ·, p.~o. · 
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.i 
apexes .of in imaginary · equilateral triangle. · The subject ·was 
! \ • • \ ' 
.. .. ins~ructed to draw a. circle. to repr~sei1t . hims~lf anywhere on 
. 
the.:page • Plabement w~thin 'or .in close ~icinity of t~e . 
.. t~iangle' .of' others w~s ·interpreted as ~cici~intere~j: or ~- • . .. 
dependency . and scor~d as one.· Other~ise, a ci~cle . ~epresenting 
, I J> ' • • • • I 
.,. •. 1 . . 
s;eif dr~wrr outside the ·triangle was . scored as zero. The 
' -~ · l 
· .. ~_i_g~e~ tP,e· total sc~re . on .th~ese tasks, the ·h~gher. th,e · soc~al .. 
i 
· e. .. :interest .. . 
I : • /• I ' I : ' • 
. c . 
. -.. :·;·.-. f'rderltific~tion 
.. _:-I . . ~- .A ~unlber -of theorists suggest~'d . that the' young child Is ... . . ~- ·: 
. ' i I • j i~~ntifica~~on . wi.t~ his p~rent.s serves as the ba~is of ·soc'ial..-
. . I . .. • . • I . - - • 
·I .;·ization as ·well as of the ,development' of a funcd .. onal self-. 
J • I • 
I 
I ,conc.ept. ·. This p.rocess was presumed to -lead to the use,. of 
' • • : . J 
·the parent as a model, with mpch lea'~ning o_ccurring thro~cjh 
I ~ - ·.. . .. 
· "/: .. i,ini ta tion: 
• ··; • J • ' 
, . I / 
· Although these ;ideas have received general · ac'ceptanc'e., 
j / there· remains disagreement 
. I I ··, Q -
' ' 
~~ut the ~a~u~e and _dyn~ics of 
/ - . ;: __ t-~is 'p~o~ess. . In the ss~.~ 
. ; ·: which h~d an •advantage of siinpli<;:i ty; was accep.~ed. According 
('I . • , 13 .. . ·. 
met~~ft, Parsons' def~n~t~on, 
:. ~ ~ . . . . ' ~· . . ~ (, 
1
- . • / .-. to .Parsons,. identification" is. the placem~nt of the . . se'lf i n ·.a 
' 1..: • . ; -- . . 
f J t' (I ' - ' j.1 '. I 
1 
. "we" · category with the .other p~rson. . He also suggested that · 
• G , .' , ~. • " • ) 
··; 
• 
/ ' ~ ·~ p. I . D 
-
0 , 
13 . . \.. .' . . · ' · ~ . cL 
• • o T .- Parsons, '~Famil'9' S,t;-uc~ure and ·the Socialization 
. of . .. the- Child," Famil , · ·sociali:tation, and In-teracti on Processes 
•ed·. T. Parsons.'· an Bales · Glenco~-, III: . . The Free Press,· 
. 1~55) , pp·. 91 .... 9~·.. . . . ' 
. '\ .. 
•. ' 
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such patterns of idehtificatidn gradually· expand as the young 
.. 
child matures. The SSST method used separate tasks to measure 
. "' • . $ "'\...., 
ide"ntification with mother, fathe:r;, teacher and fr-iend. .. Eacfi . 
of these tasks consisted of a row ~les with the en~ 
circle, alternately on the left or right, representing the 
• • .. , , ,., t!. 
. .. particular other:.person and · indicated by a letter or picture. 
I 
The subje~t was instruct~d to select · one of the other circles 
' to represent himself. The tasks were ~cored one to six from 
. . . 
·near to far from the other person. T.he lower the score 1 ~the · 
·. :u 
lower was the distance between tl'\e other and self and thus 
the greater was the identification. This was supported by • 
r---
H~ider•s14 idea that the placement o~ two objects _together 
unites them, · and in this case was the "we" suggested by Parsons. 
Individuation or Minority Identification 
These terms served, ·fo describe a single idea which was 
whether the -person thinks of himself as similar to or d~fferent 
from ~he m~jor~ty of othe~ children in h~s environmept .; 
In ·general, majority identification was presume~ to 
• ~eflect a degree Of· security aCCQ~panied by depersonalization, 
l 
while mi_nority identification ;involved less secu'rity but 
t 1. t. d b ' 11 15 . - . t grea er persona 1za J.on. As suggeste y ZJ. e_r, maJorJ. y 
a11d minority ·.identification(. be altei;natin9 mechanisms 
14 F. Heider, op.cit~ 
15 R. c. Ziller, "Individuation and Socia1ization~' 1 
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rather than- mutually exclusiv.e. Although minor~ty' identifi-
cation .may facilita~e ego identity, majority identification 
. . 
may -permit a useful and cdmfortable pause or plateau pre- · 
paJ::.atory to self organiz .. atio_n. 
r 
The SSST approach me.asured this construct of individu-
~ ' 
ation or rninori ty identification by presenting a se'ries of· 
c~rcl·es, a major_;ty of one kind, (shaded, plain or triangles, 
squares) the minority another. The subject was then.asked to 
choose ·a ci_rcle ·or symbol to represent ·the· self from an array 
including one .of each kind at the side of the page • . To con-
trol for .perference for a particular symbol, minority and 
ma~ority .symbols were alternated throughout the test·. The 
choice of · a symbol which was different from the maj~rity_ of 
. . 
symbols presented was sc(!)red as one. The higher the score' 
ori the tasks which measured this 'particular trait, the higber 
tqe mino~ity identification or iidividuation. 
Complexity o · 
The cornplex'ity of the self 'concerned the degree of '{' 
differentiation 1of the. sel_f-concept. L~win16 more specific~~ly 
defined complexity as the number of parts cornpFising the · !~ole. 
It was thought that as the child develops and encounters ·an 
. ' 
increasing number of diverse self-other relationships, these , 
16 K. Lewin, Principles of Topological Psychology 









~ ~ .... 
. - cont,i.nuing comparisons as ~ell as d~veloprnerit i11 in.tellectua.l / 
capacity wil~ ·over time re·sult: in a · rno~e complex ::onception of .. 
self. · ·A person with a more comp~ex conc;:eption of self was 
thought to be less likE7lY to be disturbed ·by new experiences 
'\ . 
~ . 17 
- which-..:rnay· seem irJ.Congrtient with his present self-system • 
.. 
' 
-,. · . Comple?City in. the SSST approach . was ope1:ational~y 
. ' 
defined as the ~elect.i~n of a more complex d .esign to repre$ent 
,\ 
the ~el~. The designs presented on eac~ task varied in com~· 
. . 
: . 18 . 
. Plexity and ~ere derived from the work of Glanzer who had 
subjects rate a collection of designs along a simple to complex 
dimension. He reported a high correlation between these 
. 
, ratings and the number of words needed to. describe the des.igns •. 
I 
In this approach the choice of· ·a more complex design w~s inter-
preted as .greater complexity for the self. The more cdmplex 1 
• 
design was accorded a higher score, with the higher scores 
indicating ~~eater complexity. 
<'\ ~ • 
Realism for Slz·e 
"' 
This construct was used to t .est '\he hypothesis of how ·· 
real).st.ic ~he ~n' s conception of. se~f may be. A correspond-
17 . . 
R. C. Ziller, · Joan Hagey., tiary D • . Smith, and 
Barbara H. · Long, "Self-Esteem: A Self~social Construct," 
Jo)J.rnal of· Consulting- and Clinical _Psychology_, XXXIII · (1969) , 
pp.84-95. 
~· 
18 J. Glanzer and w. H. Clark, "Accuracy of Perceptual 
Recall: An Analysis of Organization," Journa l -o f Verbal Learn--~. , 




ence between physi~al self and the s~lf-concept was considered . 
to be realistic · and'may indicate an acceptance of the physical 
. . 0 . 
" li , • • • • 
s~lf as opposed to self:_dissatisfaction. In relation to siz,e ·, 
. . . 
the concept of realism seemed most ,appropriate for young 
child~eq, since their size was invariably small when compared 
'II . 
to that of adults. 
' . 
'·· 
· In the tasks that measured realism'. for si:;;:e, the sub-
ject was presented with a series of circles o~ three sizes. 
First, the subject was asked to select one cir'cle to be his 
father and then ~other one. to be himself. Self-selection 
-
was always made relative . to the selection of a symbol .for an 
.. 
adult. The circles.were scored one to three poirits for those 
represe.nting the child, f+om ~mallest to largest. Higher· · 
scores represented less realism. 
Reliability and Validity of the Instrument 
. 
The authors of the SSST method reported reliability 
studies done on the ·various testS. l'or this particula'; teBI;:, J 
. a sample· of , lOO third-g~aders· produced split-half ieliabilities 
I 
on the various subtests ranging from .47 to · .79 with a median of 
. 
• 63.. The construct validity of the instrument. was established 
by co~paring the nori.-verbal responses on the tasks to verbal 
- ... • ... J , 
·self-descriptions. Also, validity was established on "the 
basis · of evidence furnished by studies relevant · to the assmup-




19 R. c. z iller, .H. Long and E. H. Henderson, Manual 
for the Self-Social Symbols Test (Unpubl.ished. test, .1965), 





STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF. DATA 
.. 
The SSST was administered to the subjects iri groups • 
It was administered to spec~al class subjects in groups of 
. .. qpp_roxirnately 10. Tl1.e SSST was admil)istered to ·regular 
class· subjects in groups of approximately 25 • . Testing time 
. 
ranged from 30 - to 50 minutes for each t~sting period. The 
SSST was administered by the in~estigator. 
. '\. 
~stat~stical ~ethods · used t~ analyze th~ - da~~were 
h 1 . . .. d . ' t 1 ' f . . (MANOVA) 20 ' 21 t e rnu t~var~ate ~n un~var~a ~ ana ys~s o _ var~ance · 
'the F stcrt.istic, and · the t-test·; The t-test was used t'o test 
differences . between m~ans of gr~ups • . · The hypoth~ses were 
. . 
tested ·for rejection or acceptance at the alpha 0. OS revel of 
signi_ficance. -The data were computer- analyzed by the Newfound-; . . 




20 William 'W. Cooley <;ind Paul ... R·. 
Data Analysis · (New York·: . John Wiley and 
pp. 223-241. 
• . 4 ·" 
Lohnes,' Multivariate 
Sons, Inc., 1971), 
21 Elliot 
. Analysis" ·, Review 
pp. 604-615. 
Cramer and Darrell ~· Bpck, 11Multivariate 















DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
The subjects for the study were selected children 
' from within the Roman Catholic School· Board District for St. 
JOh;Il 1 S. A total ·of 401 children were -administered tne Se f-
"-
social Symbo~s Test . ( SSST) ~ Using rand6m . sampling proced res, 
240 subj~cts were chosen ~s the .population· for th~ study. ,· 
~ . 
After subjects were deleted from the sample due. to_ 
. incomplete responses, multiple responses to · items,_ incomplete 
'perspnai data,· and their ch!onological ages 'not 'falling within. 
.• . . ,J'r . . 
the age ranges defined for their resp~ct~.ve grade levels·, the 
r~ainin~ subject~ were plac~d into 1 pf s groups · a~9ording · 
to the .irtdependent variables : of type of class· placementt.,_Qrade 
r' • • ' ! • I. 
level, and sex. In those _groups where th~re were m·ore :·subj'ects 
. 
than the de~ ired 30 subjects, ·the sub~ects w~re . assigned · 
.numbers and ·selection of the 30 ~ubjects- for the group was 
' 1 
made using a table of random numbers • . · 




results of the study' in rrlation to ~e fourteen hy7es 
· · l ·;chit 'r .- RowUn~amen,~al Research Statistics ;~for 
Behavioral Sciences (New York:- Holt, Rinehart and winston·, 
Inc., 1969), pp. 286-287.. _ . .. 
.. . . . ~· , 







presented in Chapter 3. Multivariate· techniques . wer~ uti~ized · 
in the analysis. To tes·t~ypotheses .one to s·even' of no signifi-
cant differences among vari~us groups. of students and between 
groups of student~, tl).e total scores on ·the instrument , {SSST} 
' 
were analyzed using the univariate analysis of variance. To 
.. 
. . . . -
· test ' hypotheses eight to fourteen of no ~ignificant differences 
- • t ' 
among vario~gr.oups of students and between groups of. students, 
the. nine .su~test scores on the instrument (SSST) were_ analyzed 
. . . 
; using the multivariate analysis of variance. If the multi-
. . . 
. variate F ~est was significant, univariate ~ tests f~r ea<;h 
. . . 
subtept were reported to indicate there significant differences 
n --
. . 
existed. Both the univariate Fotests and the multivariat~ F 
tests us'ed the alpha 0;. OS leve~· of signi~icance as the basis. 
. . ·for accept.ance or rejection · of the null hypotheses. The data 
were computer analyzed by the Newfoundland· and Labrador Com-
puter S~rvices Limited·. 
- ' 
UNIVA~IA~E ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS' SCORES 
FOR ~ESTING ' HYPOTHESES I TO VII 
All students involved were asked to co~plete a test, · 
. . 
-. • S~lf-Social Symbols Test, consis·t.ing of 4 6 tasks con·tributing 
." to nine subtest ~cor.es. From the nine . subtest~s~ores, a total 
T ' g ' 
. self-concept score was ~alculated and, was the. depe.ndent yariable 
The procedure 
v • 
·in ·the analysis fot: hypothese's one to seven. 
' ...., . 
·useq.' to calculate the to,tal score was outTined .in Chapter 3 
. . {see page .38). In relation to the students' total scote, the 
ef.fect of · thre e - independent variables; (1} type of c-lass <trlace-
. : 
ment, (2) - grade !~vel, and~· sex we~e inve stigated. The 







. independent variables were referred ·to as ·factors _through?ut 
. (the anal;siS. and dis:ussion .of results. :\-
cant 
·they 
The :;;:~rs n_~ll hypothesis was .retained ~s .no signifi-
difference existed between total scores on 'the SSST as 
• 
related to. type of _dli:rss' plac~ent, grade level, and sex. 
The univariate·F ratio· of 3.1315 for hypothesis I was not sig-
nific~nt at the alpha -0.05 level of significance. (See Table 
, 
II) . Therefore, it was concluded that the three-factor inter-
action of type of class placement, g~aae level, and sex had 
no effect on the students 1 totaL scores on :the SSST. ·· __._ 
. d 
The se!:!dnd null hypot~.esis postulated that no signifi-
cant diffeJ;ence would exist between total scores on the SSST 
as they related to type of class placement .and grade level. 
This hypoth~~is ·was also retained. The univariate F ratio of 
- 0.0526 for hypqthesis II .was not significant :at the alpha 0.05 
· level of slgnificande. (See Table II) • 
. . 
Thus, it was concluded 
that the two-factor interaction of type · of cla.ss· placement _ a:pd 





The •third. null hyp~thesis was retained in that no sig-, 
nificant difference existed b~tween total ··scores on the SSST as 
they related tp grade_ ~evel .and sex. The univariate F ratio 
-
of. 0. 87-23 for hypothesis III .was not . significant at the alpha 
. . 
o~ OS "level of sign.ificance·.. (See· Table II). 'Hence, it was · 
90ncluded that the twn-factor. interaction of ·grade level and 








· Analysis of Variance . for Comp~rison of Students' Total Scores Grouped According_ to Type 
~ · -of Cla~s Placeme-nt,. · Grade Level, and ·Sex 
Squrce of 
' Variatipn 
2. T X t · • 
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Not .Significant • 
0 -
Not Significant 





. T = type ·of class placemerit, 2 · levels, .1 = special class setting, and · 2-= regul~~ ·class setting • 
• 
L. = grade level, ~ ·levels,_ 1 = grade level I, and 2 = gr~de 'level II. 
. . ~ . . 
s = sex of student~, 2 levels; 1 • inale, and 2 = female. 
' .. \, 
*df for hypothesis = 1, -df for error = 232. 







Hypothesis four-, that no significant differenpes would 
' o 
exis.t betw~en total . scores on the SSST as ·they .. related to type 
. 
of. class plac.ement and sex, was also ~etained. The univariate 
F ratio of 0. 4964 for bypothesis IV was not· si~nificant as 
the alpha . 0. 05 level of ~ignificance. (See Table II~. There€ 
fore, it was. concluded that, the two factor interactipn · of 
t_ype of c~ass placement and sex had no effect on the st"udents'" 
·total scores the SSST. 
The fifth null hypotp~sis was retained as no ~ignif­
.. _-1 
icant difference existed between the total· scores of male ·and· 
. . 
f-emale students· on the ·sssT. The· univariate F ratio of 
'"' 3. 612.6 for hypothesis V was not significant at the alpha 0. OS 
-
level of significance. (See Table II) ·. Thus, ·it was ·con-
eluded that tbe m'ain effect of sex had no effect on the 
students' · t "otal scores 6n the· SSST • . 
The ~ixth null hypothesis postulat~d that no signif.i-
. . ' 
cant . difference would exist between the total scores of ·grade 
. level I and grade level ·II students on the SSST.. This 
hypothesis was ret'airted. The univariate F ratio of 0. 0132 
r 
for hypothesis . VI was not s~gni~icant at the alpha· 0. 0 5 level 
of significance. (See TaQle II). He~ce , . it was concluded 
that . the main effect of the factor grade level had .no effept 
·, 
· on the .·students·•· total scores on' the SSST. 
. ' 
The seventh mill .hypothesis -is retained in that no sig-
. . 
nificant di.fference existed p~tween the total scores of reg-




- ...... · .. 
', 
•• J 
....... _ , ... ··. 
·'. 
. ~· sa 
. . . \ ~· . 
The univari.ate 'F ratio of · l.6756 . for 'hypothesis VII was ·not 
. ' 
.significant at ·.the· alpha o:. 05 level . qf significance. (S.ee 
) ~. ·. . \ . . . . . "' . 
Table II). Therefore, it was conc~ud~d ~at the main e~fect 
of· th~ factor' type ~f class placeme~t had no effect on the · 
. . . 
.. 
student's ~otal scores on the SSST. · 
' .. 
. ...'\ .. .., 
. In summary, in ·relation to the dependent : variable of .5 
st~dents' total s~lf~co~c;\t sc~res ·oh ·.the s·ssT . the effect . 
• ' • 41 
~ · . . .· . . 
of th~ee independent .variables or factors, · (1)" type of ·class 
. . . ( . . 
pla:ceme~t, (2) grade level, · and;·· {:1-r sex were inve~tigated'. 
r , • 
' . ' 
'J • 
Null hypotheses one. to seven· postulated that no . significant- · o 
... 
,j 
' differences would exist between ~otal ·scores as they were 
:effecte·d by the ·three main factors and interacti~ns 9f , the 
·three factors . . Th~ ~nivariate .. ana~ys:i.s ~ of variance:ta1s u'sed 
\ f \'l .· 
to tes~ the' null ' hypo~heses of no mean differen'ces ·between 
,. 
I - ' I ~ • \ • • ' 
groups 6f students on the dependent variable of total score. 
. . . - . ' ' 
.-:F ratios were comp~ted for the ·~un~variat,e tests. ~f equality 
0 
of group mean vectors. ·The univa_riate F tests, for one three.;.. 
.factor interaction, three two-factor . interactions and three · 
. . . . 
. ' . . . 
main' effects .differences .are reported in. Table II. 
i . . .. • . d 
Examinat'ion of Table II ~ev·e~is ·that' the univariate.' ,_ 
. • 9 - • 
F ·ratios ·.were not sigrlifipant at the alpha C). 05 level: of s:Lg- · 
It was 
. . 
nificance~ concluded that ther.e were no significant 
. ·. . 
.·. · th.ree--factor d.nteraction ·or two--fact'or interactions be.tween 
· the' three ·factors exarn,ined, type · of cl~s.s : placemen~, grad~ · 
·.level; 'and sex. Also, tli'ere -were no significan~ ma~ri effects. 
differences for either of these factors. Thus, it · .was con-
. . ' 
.. cl~ded tn~t cype ·of :class placement, grade ·tevel, and 9ex h-;{. 
.. ,, 

















MULTIVARIATE ~AL~~~s oF ..fiiu~ENTS. ' scoREs 
. . FOR TESTlNG HYPOTHESIS VIII TO XIV 
, • ' ' • a I "!!.i: 
1 
t!' .f; ,. • 
. 
·Student scores on the SSST consisted of nine ·subtest 
scores. These nine subtest -scores were .the ,dependent va·~iables 
used' for testing pypotheses eight · to fou~teen. In the' analy~is 
of student scores three factors were investigated to. deter- · 
mine if any Oi' these affected student · re~ponses on the ~ne · 
subtests. ;Possible interactions among fact·ors were a~s6 .in- . 
. I ~ . . ' ve~ti~ated~. 0;:?.~ three fa~tors .were ·. (nyp~ of class p~ace--
ment, (i) grade level, and (3} sex. 'A S'Ummary of the number· 
' . ' ' / 
·, c:>f st~de~~ involved in .the. study according t _o . type _ <?f class 
placement, grade level, ·and sex is given in ' Table I on .page 
., ' 
.37. • ·~ t 
' . 
Table I.l:I presents the resu~ts of the multi-variate 
: analysi~ of variance· th.at: was ·carried out . for hypothesih 
. eight to fourteen qf· the student subtest scores. In this 
0 
'· 
table only th.e multiva~iate F. te·~J:s were reported. 
The .. ·.eighth nui~ ~poth.esis was retained at{ no:- si~-:-· 
n~fic~nt qi~fe~e~ces ·~xisted b~t~~~n t~e results of 
o • . 
· .. . nine subtes~ ·.scores on the SSST as 
· · · . ~, . - - ~lass p!acement, grade · level and . s ~- Exami~ation or .Table 
· ,.~:~:.~·~;:~ · 1J I.~l, reveal~ that. t_~-~ ·~u~~ · . ~~~e F ratio of 1.1697 for 
.. 
. ' / 
.. 
\ . 
at .tti~ a'lpha~ 0. OS ,level 
, Therefore, ,. i~~ ~as_. ~~nclu~e~. th~t the r.r~~­
interaction of the factors . type of class place~en~, 
• I ' • • • I • • • ' 
'D ' • •• .... • 
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"'· · 
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.. -:_ _ .. __ ,. 
,-. 
. ~; . 
. -· . 
... 
. ' } .· . .. 
" 
., \' . .. 
. ; . . 
!;1. • \ TABLE III ·, "' ·· 
f~r C~mp·arison of~St~dent. Scores G~oupeq According. to 
.. 
.. 
.Anall:'.sis of variance 
. · ~lacernen~r~de .Leve_~, and .sex~ . . : , . -· · \ . ' 
. . . , ;: \ . . 
. . -~ : i ' . . ~~ . Cl 




. ~ . 
0 
.· 
' Multivariate · F tes_ts 
. . .. 
,. i - I . 0 
-. 
source of . variables . "df for 
. variatio_n · "Jpoth~sis 
• J . 
'1~ - y.ooo T x· L x.S All Nine 
: 
2-. T X L Al·l Nine 
l I 
~.000 
;3. L X s .· .. A~l Nine 9.000 
'. . 
' -':' 
-4.,. T X s Ali Nirie . 9". 000 
. . . 
. 
. All Nin.e ·· · .-· 9-.~:ol>o. s~ · s· 
. . 
6. L · All ·Niz:le . 9 •. 000 




Errer o : ... 
224.000 1.169J 
224.00& .. 1.0589 r 
224 ."000 2.4560 
224 .oo.o 1.3997 
2~4 .-ooo - 5 .• 7856 . 
,. 
. 224 :ooo ' · 0.7671 
. 
2·24. oo'o I . 6.4613. 





-:: -' · 
0. 1893 





r · . Conclu.sio~s 
~ • . 
, . 
Not .s 'ignif i eant 
Not, Signifi~an~ ·. · · . J 
s i gnificant , o. _o 5.* . ~ 
i ) ' .. 
. • . .f . 
. Not Si gni f i cant - ·t 
Significant, 0.05** . 




Significant, 0 . 05! *~ 
'--.. . 
~----------~------_,... ___________________ ..;._ __ ......;...· ---+-·.... •-- ..... 
T ·= type of._ plass plac~ment! 2 levels·,_. ;. -~ special c:la_ss .set"t:in~, and- 2 ~. J;egu~ar ~1_.\.~_a.s~ . ~f.t~.~ ·. _ ~ . ·
L-= grade level·, 2 . 1.ev~l, 1 = g1:ade level, I:;· a~d 2 - grade leyel ·-II () 
.,. ~ . 
-· • • • • -;... # • 
. ~_ S ·= _se?' of _st~de!].ts ~. 2 ley~ls, -1·• J!la~e , an<:I _f 
· -.: * see Table . IV· for u~i~ariate F. tests 
. :. ·· ** see_· Table V for univariate:-FJtests 
·. ·._. ·*** ·s~e Table VII for univariate F . ~~sts 
.. 
"' . 
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.. ' 
0 ~)o. 
Q,, f '. • 
. scor~s . on the SSST. 
. . .:- . 
Since. the multivariate .F.te~t was not sig-
..... . . . 
ni:f:i,cant. (p). .o·. OS) ·, ·.:the .un.i~ar.iate· :F· tests are'·not ·reported •. 
. . . 
. a 
; 'The ninth nulJ. hyl?othesis postulat~d that no. signifi~ 
' . . 
. , ,. . 
cent · differences would' exis.t between the results 'of the nine 
·: s{:i>te~t sCo~es od ·th.e S~ST . ~~ they . related to type of cla~s . · 
~lacemer>;t and. g~~de ,. ~e~el .~ · ~hiy.hypoth~s.is. ·w~s ~lso retaj.n.~d • 
'~ . 
.. Examina·t~on of Table· III reve.als that the multivariate· F, ratio 
•• • • .: ~ t 
of· 1. OS89 fo~ hypothe~~s IX 'was n~~ - . sign:Cficant a.t t~e a'. OS 
.. • . ' . . ~.., . 
· level. , Thus, it was· concluded ·that the two-f~ctor interaction 
· · of. type of ..cla·ss placement and grade lev~l, had no ,effect ori 
. · 
Sine~ the multivar- · 
. . 
" ·th~ stude~t's sub~est scores on the SSST. 
iate F test wa~ notasignificant (P> o:o5)~ the univariate F . · 
I • • • • 
. . 
tests are not reported . . 
'The 'tenth null hypothesis that no significant--differ-. 
ences eXisted between tfie results of the nine subtest scores. 
~'"; \ ' I I 
" ·on· theSSST ·as· they reJ.~ted. 'to grade le~e:i and sex waS · rejected. 
~. . 
Exarn;i.n?ttiori of ~able III reveals tnat the multivariate F ratio 
'/ 
of .. 2.4S6-i> ·for hypothesis ... X was si9nificant at· the alpha . 0~05 
level. Therefore, it ·was concluded that the ·two-factor inter- · 
action of graqe level and sex did have an effe~t on'the 
,. · . . 
students~· subt~s~ SCOJ7eS 01) the instrument, . SSST. The null 
. . ' . \... 
· hypothesis of,no significa~t differences b~tween ·groups of ., 
· ' stud~nt~' . sribt~st .scores i; , rejected. · . 
' I 
• 
·"' . . " 
' Univa.riat~ F tests for the' significant t"?o-fpctor 
' . ~ . 
··interaction of grade . level ·. and.-se·x· ·are report~d in ·.Tp.ble IV . ... 
. , . 
. ) . 
Exami~atiori of Table. ·Iv reveals a signi'fic~nt interacti~:m 
·'- . 
. . . '\. 











' . . 
TABLE IV' . .. 'I 
.· . . . . ,. 
Analysis of Variance for Comparison ·of Student Scores.Grouped According to Grade Level and Sex. 
I • • a 
.1. Mu~tiVariate F test 
' so~r9'e of 
.Variation 
Variabl:es df for 
-' Hypothes~s 
df· for . .. 
Error 
F · P less than·. · · 'conc1u'sions 
.. 
' 
1. L'·X S ' A11 Nine · 9.000 224.000 2~4560 0. 0110· 
..-: 
- " 
-Univariate F tests 
Variables Hypothesis F* . P l~ss than , 
-Mean Squa~e .. 
II: 
- •' 
. 1. Self-Esteem 54.1490--. 0.8723 0.3514 
.2. Dependency ·3.5042 1.9392 0 ·.1651 
3 • . Ident~fication with Mother. . 15. 0000 · I I 0.7050 0.4021: 
·._ 4. Idemtificat.ion with ~ather 15.0001 0.6298 0. 4284· 
5. Identification .-with Friends 82.8371 "3. 7313- 0.0547 · 
6 ~ · ·rdent1.fication with ~eacher 3'3.749e . 0 .;)744 0.3247 
o.7. Complexity 
.. 2.0167 0.4239 0.5157 
.a. Individuation 0.6000 \ 0.4464 0.5048 . 9 . Rea·lism for Size 33.0038 . 6.6547 0.0106 \., 
L -=·grade level, 2 l~vel~, i m ·grade level I, and Q = gr~de. ~evel II. 
S =sex -of st;.udents,~ .. 2 levels, _l =male, and 2 =female. 






. . . 
~ignific'ant, 0'!05 
conclusions· 
" . . 
I • 
e. 
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(P <"o. 01) between grade level and sex for th~ subtest variable · , 
~- . 
reailism for size. For the interaction of grade ~ev~l and se~ 
for this variable, a t;-test was used· to investigate :where .the 
- . . ~ ' 
· signific~nt difference ac'tually, ~xist~d. 2 The results of the 
. ' • . . . ,_. . ~ 
t~test investigation showed that ther~ were no differences be-
tween the means ·of students' 'scoz:es g'rouped according to 
grade .. level and sex significant. at the alpha 0. 05 level. How-
.. , - ' 
.. ,. 
ever, since the multivariate and univariate F tests were sig- . 
' .. -
niricant· (P~O.OS), 1t w~s felt that the/ mean~ of the groups 
should be consid~red to determine the direction of the differ-
, 
ences. An examination of the means s·howed that grade level I 
' 
males (N=60, x-=9.083) had the highest ·. mean score on the realism 
for size subtest • . 'Grade Devel II females (N=6 0, x=8. 783) had. 
' 
the next highest mean scor~ with .grade ·level I fe'ties (N=60, 
. x=8_. 350) and grade level 'II maies {N=60, · x=.B. 033) follc;>wing 
in that order. 
. ' 
The eleventh null -hypothesis was retained as no sig-
' I 
n~fic~n~ differen~es .existed bet~een the results of . the nine --
subtest score~ o'n the SSST _as they related ,to type of class 
' 
. . . 
placement and sex. Examination of Table III reveals that the · 
. . . 
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nifi~~nt.at the alpha 0.05 level of sign{fican6e.· Thris, ·it 
. . .. 
was .concluded that the two-factor interaction ' of type of class 
placement and sex had no eff~ct ' on' the· students·' . s~bt.est scores 
~ . ' ~~ . 
•. . . l·\, 
Since the m~lt_ivariat~ F tes·t fs not significant · . on the SSST. 
(P> 0. 05), the m1ivariateF tests are not rep.?rt:ed. 
Null hypothesis twelve that no significance differences 
existed_ between mal{j and ·female ?tudents .~nd the results of their 
nine subtest scores on the SSST is rej'ected. Examination of 
Table III .reveals that the multivariate F ratio pf 5.7856 for 
hypothesis Xii is significant at the 0.05 level. · Therefore, 
:i,t was conc·luded ~hat the main effect of sec did have an ~ffect · • 
on the students' subtest scores on the sssi. The null nypotheais 
. / . 
of no diffe_rence betwee~ groups of students' subtest scores is 
rejected. 
,... . 
"' -Univariate ·p ~ests for student scores grouped accord-
ing t:o sex· are. reported in Table V. ·Examination .of Ta·b~e V 
reveals that the ·main factor of sex did effect students' 
s~ores on the .following subtests: ( 1) Identification \'h th 
• • • • : .... ' I • , I .. 
Father (P<O.Ol} I (2.) Identification wit.h Friends. (P<O.Ol), 
. . 
and ·{3) Identification with Teacher (P<o.:ooOl). 
. . 
Table -VI . presents the means of students' · scores 
•..I 
grouped according_ to the mai~ factor sex. Examination of 
I • ' -!. • 
. Table VI reve~ls that females . (N=l20) scored .s~gnificantly 
higher . . on the identifi~ation with fa~her subtest · (x=iO. 49) 
and the identific~t~on ·with friends S\lbtest ~x!:::ll.l. 9) than 
• 










Analys_is of Variance · for Comparison of Student Scores G~ouped According to Sex •. 
.. 




Multivariate F test 
df for df for 
Hypothesi~ · Error · 
F 
.. ' 
P ~ess 'than 




3. Identification with 
4. Identifi~ation with 
5. Ident~fication with 
6. Identification with 
7. Complexity 
c-8. Individuation 



































' -S = ·sex of students, · 2 levels, 1 = .male, and . 2 = female. 
-
* degre~s · of free'dom for variables .1 ·- 9 = (1,232). 
-· 




O.OVt7 · .. .. · 
0."0150 






















~ - .., 
· ' : 
.. ' 
0 









1. Self-Esteem 30 ;93 
· 2 • · De·p~~dency 1·. 825 
-~ 
3. · · ldentification ·.with Mother 9.4i7 .. 
• 
. ~ 
4. Identific;:ation with Father 10 .49* ' . 
' 
. 5. : · Idenyfi~a ~ion with Friends . ~ ; . 0 • 11.19* 
. . . 
.. 
. . ' 
6. Identif icC~:t;i.~m with T~acher .-9.~42* 
. 7. Comp.lexity . }.433 
8. Individ-uation·· 1.458 
9. Realism for _Size ·· · a~-,7 
q •. 
xl . = combined means of -males · · . 
I 
x2 • combined means of - fem?les '-
. • . ~ l I .. 
* significant difference between the means-· ot ·male~ and ferna"les ori these variabl es 
acc;:ording to- the univariate F tests •. 













.. . ; '-..... 






' '. . ( .. 
and identification with fr~iends (x=9. 700) subtests. Males ·u.>·· 
pcored significantly higher on the identification with teaqh~r 
~ubt~s't; (~=~2. 74) than_ did -females {x=9.442). - ', 
·Null hypothesis thirteen is retained as no sig~ifi-
cant . differ~nces existed bet~ee~ gr_ade level. I and grade level 
~ 
II students ~nd the ·results of their nine subtest scores on 
• I 
. ( 
the SSST .. ~xamination of Table I~I reveals that the multi-
va~;i.ate F ratio· of 0. 76'71 for hypothesis XIII was· not signifi-:-
cant at the ·0.05 l~vel. Thus, it.was concluded t~at the main 
effect of, the factor grade l~yel had ·no effect on' the students' 
subtest scores on 'the SSST. Since the multivariate F test 
·was not significant (P.>O.OS), the,univariate F ~ests.are no_t 
' ·.· 
reported. · 
- . Null hypothesis·fourtee~ that no significant differ-
ences ex~sted between ~rade level I and grade level II students 
a~d the resul~s of their nine subtest ~cor~s on the SSST is 
·. 
rejected. Examination of Table I~I reveals that· the multi-
. ~-· 
. -variate F ratio of -~46.!'3 ·for hyp~thesis x_ry is · significa~t 
at the alpha ~. OS v:jeJ: of signi~ibance. · ~e~ce, it was con-
c:huded . that the mai~- effect of · the factor 'type of cla.ss place- -
ment did have an effect ori the ·, students' subte~t-scores on the · 
' . . 
instrument~ SSST. . The null hypothesis of no diff_erence be-
' . 
tween groups of students ~.ubtest sco:r:es is rejected. 
Univariate F tests -for student scores· grouped accord-· 
0 ' I .> 
Lng to type .of class placement ate .reported in Table ·VII. 
' t 
Examination of Table VI~-~~veals that the main fac~or of type 
of class placement did effect- student scores on the following 
.. 





L: :. :·.::. 
' TABLE VII_ 
;.oo- ' Analysis -of Variance ~or Comparison :of Student Scores Grouped According to ~Type of 'cl.~s-s 
· · Placemez:it -- · .. 
. . 
. . 
Multivariate F test 
·... ~ . 
Source of 
Variation 
variqbles df ·f-or 
Hypothesis 
df for . 
· Error 
F 





3 • . ll:d~ntification with Mother ·. 
4. 1Identification with F~ther 
5. 'Identification · with Fne11:ds 
6. Iden~ification with Teache~ 














2 .• 5110 
15.5733 
9.9087 
,. . . 









Significant ~ Q.OS 
·Si gnificant, 0. OS : 




















0 •. 0011 
0.1490 
0 ."·5157 
0 . 0081 
0.0001 
. ' 
Not Signi ficant 
Signific~nt, 0.05 
Signific~nt, o.os~ 
T. ~ typ~ · of class place~ent~ 2 ~ levels, 1 - ~special class setting, and 2~ i'egular class setting. 













subtests ·: (1) · Identification with Mother (P ''( 0. 002).; 
.·~~ 
' · {2) Identification with Father {) (P( 0.001); (~) Identification 
with Friends (P ( 0, 001.) ; ( 4.) Individuation {P ( . 008) ~ and, 
. "' (5) Real.ism for Size (P( ·o.OOOl)·. ·- . 
Table VIII presents the means of students scores 
grouped according to the main factor type' of class placement. 
Examination of Ta}?le VIII o reveals that special · class students · . 
had mean scores that were significantly· higher than regular 
• • r:J • 
class students -mean scores on all ·of the above five subtests. 
' In summary, the analysis of students' subtest'scores 
. . 
c~nsisted of a series pf, three-factqr and two-factor analy~es 
.. 
. . ;:,\ 
· of variance for each of the nine dependent variables. The 
three· main effects differeqces were also ana:J.yzep by the" multi- .-
var.iate analysis of· variance.. The nature of multivariate 
analysis of va~ian9e allowed.for - the test. of all nine variables 
. . 
simultaneously each time a three -factor analysis · was . executed,. 
0 • ' ~ 
As with the students' total scores ,-·hypotheses eight to fourteen 
0 0 • • 
were tested at tpe alph~ o·. 05 level o~ significance ... The 
. I 
multivariat.e ·F tests at the alpha o·. 05 level of significanc·e 
were taken as the basis for re)ection of the null hypothesis 
•· 
of Q equality . of . group "mean v~ctors'_ for 'the various . _groups . of ' 
. 
st~dents' subtest s9or~s that~were compared • 
. 
Table III presented the results of the rnul ti variate · 
. . 
·analys.is ·of variance that were carried out on the· nine sub-






. . ·-TABLE VI I I 
( 
.. -
'Means of ·student· Scores Grouped According .to · 
Type of Class Placement • 
. :Variables · 
• I 
ll · Self-Este~m 
2 • Dependency· .1 
.. .. 
3. Identification .with Mother 
4. Identific'~tion with Father 
5. Identification with Friends 










. _· xl· = combined means of spe~iai. class students 
x2 = combine~means of r~gular class students 



















1.850 . ' 
7.967* 
··' 








7-. 95_0 t 
I 
*Significant. dif~erence . between the means' of 'special a~d regular class stud~nts on._these 








.. for hypotheses · e'ight to · fourteen. 
. , . 
It was concluded that there 
/ 
....... 
was ~o significait~ . (P) 0 ~ 05) three-fac-t,:.or i~teraction_ and 
orily one significant (P< 0.05) two-fact?r ~nter~ction .betw~_en 
the three facto~s ex~ined·. · The. sig~ifica~t t~o-f~ctor inter-
' . . 
ac·tion occurred be~ween" grade ·level and sex. -' An. examinatiop 
of the univariate F tests in Table· IV revealed that the. inter-
. . ' . ;-· ., 
ac'tion of grade , level and ·sex' effected students' scor_es on ohe ' 
_ .. 
subtest, realism. for size. The t-tes't. showed that there were · · 
~ . . . .. 
no differences_ ~etween the means of students' s_cores gr~ 
aGcording. t9 grad~ levei .and sex ~ignlficant· ~t ~he alpha0.05 
. . . 
level. A , cons~~ration. of the means showed . the. direct'ion of 
the differences • . The mean score of grade level I males on th~ 
realism for size subtest was higher than the mean scor~s of 
,f' 
the other' -~htee groups. 
~lso, th~re w~re significant main effects differences· 
for the factors ·sex and type of clas? placement. (See Table 
III). The univaria~e F tests for studenbs'. sco~es grouped 
" . 
according tq sex (See' .Tabl~ Y) revealed that· the m~in factor 
of sex did effect stud~nts' subtest scores on the follo~ing 
subtests: (1) idt~mtification wit:;h father (•P < o ·.o~) f (2) I . 
· ·identification wi,th frient1s (P ( 0. ?1) ; ·and, (3-) identif ication 
. . 
with teache~ (P ( 0. 0001) • An examination of Table VI which · · 
presented- the means of ' students' scores g~6~ped according to 
the main facto.r sex revealed the direction of th~se differences. 
. . ' ~ .~ ' . -' 
The · univariate F. tests for students' scores _grouped 
. ~ . . . . . . 
accord·ing to type of class place!Jtent (See Table V.I~) r eyealed 
· . ' 
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. ' 
students •. sub.tes~s .score_s ·. on· the . fo)l9w~ng subtests: ( 1) · . ·_ 
identification with mother ·(P.( 0. Q002): (2) .·identification . 
.with.'father (P.( 0.001).;. . _(3) identification with · f~iends · 
(l? ( O.OOl-)L ~·indiyidu~tion (P ( 0.00~)' and; (5) i:e~l~sm 
fo;r · s~ze (P ( 0 ~ 00~~ i\n .examination. of Table VIII which 
• ,o ., 
presented . the. means of st .. udents. ~cores gro.Uped according 
.· · to· -th..e . ma~n. facto:~; . type {of class placement revealed the .qir·ec-
: 
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. ., . 
SU~RY, CONCLUSIONS, · AND ~COMMENDATIONS 
· , - SUMMARY 
. . ' . 
. 
' " 
·. The purpose of this· study was to compare the self-
conc_epts" possess~d by chi~o.;...en'. i~ regula~. classroonj se'tt~ngs 
. s . . 
ami- ch.ildren in special· classroom settings, children at dif-
f~rent ·grade lev~l.s, and male and female children. The 
. . . 
• - \l - • . - .1 
- questions raised in the study were, · stated in tne form of null 
' . 
_hyt>dth.eses ~nd ·were tested for significa~ce using the multi- · · • 
, : 
va~iat' ~nd _ ~nivariate analy~is . of v~riance~ th~ F stat~stic; 
' . ' 
and the t-:test>. . The hypo~e-ses were tested for rejection or 
c .... ' ' 
acceptance .. a-t th'e ~lpha 0. OS l~vel of signific;a~ce .• The 240 
• W · 
'· 
· .. . . randomly selected subjects were placed into 8 ~groups accor.~-· 
·-.•• : · J 
_· .. ' -~ ing to-. the v~riables bf t _ype· of class p~acement:~ ~ra~e ···level, 
. and sex. The -subjects· • self~c?~c~ts were asses~~q.' by _;he fion..: 
. ··o-
·Verbal Self-Social Symbbls · ~est. 
~ . . -: . . . ~. , . . . . . 
. . 
. . . ~ 
' . 
. coNcLu·s IONS 
·~ 
.. : .. 
'I · ' ·;'!'he .following conclusions w~re based. ~·pon the ·· results 
of. ·.th~ )~15.a~is.ti~al tests ~f the ' hypo~heses whi~h ~ere fo-rt:ciu~ 
,f-0 
, • • ,p 
. - ' 
,_ 
'::< . 
'lated' ·for this study and tested ~t the .alpha · 0.05 ·level of sig-; 
nificance·. ,-
. ~-,.-
The· results .i.n'dicatEfcl' that children ~~~c~d in spe cial · 
• ' • f 
~· ' ._ 
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' ' 
concepts 't.ha'n ...clUldren· placetJ -in regular . cl,as's · .. s~ttings when 
the total or. overa·11 self-concept~ was considered: The .. same 
• .. • • • t. 6 
J • II 0 • 
~es.ults ·occ~rr-~d ·wh~n _ c"omparis~n~ - ~ere · ~p.de betwe~n ~hildr~ _ 
:.:: of diff·erent .grade_ levels, that· .is, gr~de level I an~ gr~de 
. . . 
l~vei II and--- betwe~n-· male and ·female children. . . ' Fur~l"iermoi~, 
I • ' "' 
' 
the results- indicated that . there were no .signifi~ant 'inter-
• tl. - •• 
actibns between the three factqrs · examined,' type of class 
~ r " . . • # . "' • 
pfa·cement, gra~'h:~·---level, a.nd ~sex·· • . 
F • ' ' ' • 
" . 
When the s~udents' nine subtest scores'were considered 
. 'I · . . ' 
in _relation · to the fa~tors . ·of type ~f class plac~ment, grade 
. -·,.. 
level,·and sex, grade levei ~iffe!encesl,were ~ot significantly 
. . . I : • . . . 
' I • • 
However, .the results indicated ·that· the interaction 
. . . . 
different·. 
. . ' • .I" . 
of grade· ,level and. ~e.x bad an eff~ct upon students' scores on· 
. ' . 
one· subtest, realism fo;r size. The mean score of grade .. level _ 
• • • • f • 
~ . . . . . . 
. .. .,. .. 
I males was higher than the mean scores .. of -··the other three • 
• ... ~ • • • • ~ • • • • • p 
: .g~oup·s, g;·ade. iev~l II fe·m~_les, grade ,level · :r; · fe_mal'e's a~~ - · . 
. • • • <. 
grade. levei II males r~spectively. ·- -~ The higher ~ean scbre ' of 
. .; 
-grade .level I males suggest~d that they were less realistic 
in the comparison of their.s~ze to that of adults than either 
:I 
of the other three groups. The difference in mean ~cores a~so · 
'It, . .... , 
·.suggested 'that grade level· I males . had :..:a· less realistic ~on-
.o •' . 
ceptiop of._ s_e~f . 
The r~~ul:ts inq.lcated that there· were _sig_nff_icant 
. . · ' differences between male and female expresse~ self-conc~pts 
on three ' of the nine ·subtests I Identif.icatj,.on with . Father, 
. 0 . " . ~ • . 1 . • 
. Identification ,with Friends, "and Id~~tificat'icm ... ~ith Te-~cher. : · 
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. ' ... 
. 'J;he· self-~qncept differences ·. suggested t -hat females identi-. 
. · . 
. fied less· 'with both• father and friends th~n qid males and tha~ . 
. . ' . ~ 
males identified less with tea·~he:r; dian did f .emales. 
' ' ' 
. ( ' 
. ·. -~ . Furth~r; __ the · results ·indicated that there were .s~g-
. ... n.'i£ica~t differertCe~ .between 
. . . . . 
special class ch'ildren. and-
. \ ~­
reg.ul_ax: · cla~s child:r;en expre~sed se],.f-concepts a ·n ·five of. the 
.. nine sub.test·s , .·Identification with · Mathe~~ Identifi~"ation wi·th, ~ ~ · 
. . . . . ' " . ' . . . ; . ·. . . . . ' .. 
.. Father, Identificatio~ wi.th Friends·:, Individuation, and Real-ism · 
'. 1 . • - . . • p • ' • • • 
r . 
' . . 
for Size_. The self-~~mcept 4ifferences· suggested that spe':i~l .. 
. .. \ 
• • \ • • • 'lo 
class . childre·n identi'fied less ·with mother, ~ath:e~, and friends : _ 
' . 
' • ' .. I 
. . ~ - ~ 
ana · showed great~r -minority .identification 'a_nd 'were less -
; 
. . . 








. \ . . 
" 
.. 
showed a less realistic;:· cbnception .. of-self . than regular ·c~ass 
.. . ·, 
• : stu.dents. 
.. - \ 




~ va·r.lity of. previou"si:v · conducted studies wer-e reported 
'& • - .... • ~ • • • .. 
• • • 1 6 • • • • • • • • .. ~ 
in . chapt·er 2. There· was ·.s>.n~Y' ... ~?~. ·~,~:U<~;Y ·.: _w~ t~ wj;tich tii±s. study _· 
. . .. ' . . . ., ~ . . . . . 
. . :co1;lld J:?e compared w(tho~t .committing the same m~s~ke of earli.er 
~ fn~-~~ti~a~o~~ .~s , ide~liri~d· b~· Wyli~. i Sh-~ 'stat;ed tha~ invest~--
, . . .. ( . " . 
·. 
' • I • l ~~ • 
' Qa·to~s of~ self-conoept tended to gene~alize . their fi:r:tdings to . 
I o . •• • . , , • - I 
: 't~e find~p_gs of· 'other .investigators ·~ sh~ f~rthe'r ~ta.ted that . .. ' 
. . ·bhese . 'gen~~alizations d~~~ompariso~s· were ·in error; rfhe reason 
' . ~ ' ' . ' . ' .. . ~ " .. [') . . ... 
for. this er~or ~he ad:.r~puted. t.o~· the aiff'er~nc.es . i~. r~search 
. "· . ·-
. .- ')I • . 
.. design as .well as the differences ·. in th'e i 'nstruments used to 
\ I • I' J'" .. Q t ' "; ' 
. .. as~_e.ss - children's .selt'.:..concept. · :of ·all . tne studi-es _ ~elated 'to 
0 .. 
·! 






. \: . 
. ·. · ' . ·· · . 1 .. Ruth c.? Wy.lie, 7'he Self Ccineept (Li~coln:·.- Universi_!:y • I •• 
" , · I · . -of Nebraska lf.~ss·~ · ·1~~6:1,. ), pp_- ·6,..3·9·•~ • . _. · "'· 
I 
. . \' .. : . 
I I 
I ' t 
'\, • I • • 0 I I·. 
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~ . ' ' . " 2 
. ducted . by Bauer utilized a similar basic tesearch d~sign atid- ~ 
... 
used the same . J.nstrurnent·ation, to assess self-conc~epts. The-re-
. -
fore, · generalization of the. fin~ings of this -study as it're- . 
. • I 
lated ;to the ·body of knowledge· of self'-concept· ~as limited to 
. . . 
. . 
the s _tudy by Bauer. Even ~h'Em, only a pa'rtia~ · comp-arison 
. 
~ ' . 
could be made due to the · dif~~~_enc_es in research design~ 
..6 
'·. 
The two independ~nt variables which both ~tudies had 
' I. • 
~n common ~ere.· .. s~x . an·d type of class placement~· The findings 
~ Bauer•:s · s·tu.dy ·c~~~i~~d-- his null hypot~esis related to the;; 
; main factor 9f sex. · He found that signi.fic~nt differepce~: .. 
. _../, ~~i.sted . bet.ween the 9.~x of the sub~ects and tpe results of 
~·h~ir nin~ subt'est S'cores on· th.~ SSST·. 3 .. However_, &he pt;esent 
study .reported 'findings which· indic.ated that the~e ·were s~g-
( 
nificant differences between male and female ~xpresseo self-
\ 
_concepts· on three o~ the· nine subtes-ts_, ·rdentifica~ion with 
. ( . . . ' 
. . 
Father, . Iden~ification with Friends, and Identific~tion with 
• • • ' . ' c ~ :1· 
f!leqcher. Further, the . findings of Bauer'. s . study did not 
.. .. 
; .. .. . . " .. . 
. support his _null ~ypothes_is related to the m.ain factor· of type 
... , t 
of cl;,~s~ plac~rnent. He· fqund that_, significant di\ffer.~nc~s 
. '' 
existed between the type of class: pl~cement' ·of tpe. subje~ts 
and the resul.ts of 'three . of their ntr;e . subt.est scor~s on the 
·.. , .. .. 
.. 
. , .? Bauer, c.Daryll, D: Jr. The. Analysis · o f' Self-Concept 
In, Educable Mentally netarded .Children as Measured 'by the 
Self- symbo.ls Test·. (Unpubl.ished ·Doptor• s dis~ertation, 
Universi~y d.f V,irginia ,_ 1970) .l.· . 
II 
··
3 Ibid .. , J2. 7 4 .• ; · 
. . lit 
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. SSST. . Bailer·' s study found ·significantly .lower 'self1-concept \ .. 
scores and thus less favourable self-concepts ~or the . 
~hildren. plac~d _in the completely segregated -special class 
~ ~ 
·programs. : The significant difference~ were found on the 
, . · r • 
• - ' '0 . • • ' • 
subtests 'Identification with-Mother, Identification with 
-Father, and Idemtification wi ~h Friends. 4 The pre'sent study 
. . 
. ... 
corroborat-ed l3auer·' s findings in that thi~ study found t 'hat 
childr;en in _special clasi sett.ing~ . did expr~.ss signific~·ntly 
less favourable. · self-concepts' on the subtests Id.ent,ification 
- . • • • • - • • • 'I) • 
with ·Mother,· Identification with Father, and Identification 
.with Friends. However~ in -addition, special class subjects 
.. . . . . . 
expressed sign'ific~ntl_Y. less favourable se~f~cbncep-ta on the 
· 'subtests ,Ind . .i.Jidu~tion apd Realism for Size. 
-~ .. 
: A . furtJ:le~ : comparison of E,he means .of the groups used 
in both studles wa~ ·nbt 96ssib~e -~ince . B~er did. no~ include 
1/ • c 
· means Of ·_raw clct{_a in ~eport : of his findi~g~ ·~ . " - . I , 
RECOMMENDATI,9NS 
·) · 
B.eoa~se this study wa~· li~i~d to chlldr'en within 
.. 
· the RomaQ Catholic School Board District ·for. St. John's, 
, . .. 
generalizations _·are ,prohibited. This· s 'tud,y _ should. be repli-
' . . 
~a ted with othe:t" ~populations 0~ special class ·. subj,ects a nd· 
., subj ects in regular c~ass s~ttings. so that generalizations 

























l ). . . . ·. .. 
'concepts-. as ef~ected 'b~ type ~f .cl·ass placement, grade level; 
~nd sex. .Although th~ 
• 
ment and ·sex appear to 
v~riabl~s ·.such · as .type. ·of. ·~lase p·l~ce..:.. 
have . ~n. ~ffect ' uppn,~he . self-concepts · 
. ( 
, ,. t& • • () \ 
expressed by the 
s-ignificant. with 
respondentS 1 these· VariableS "might ·not'· be 
. . . . • . J 
other po,pulations ~ .. A~ so,~ fur~her · s~udy· . . 
r "" • 
should be.'di.recte¢1' toward e3;n examinati<;m of the · differences 
.· in· ·re~ul ts obtained. oy· Bauer Is. •study and the ~resen~ . study . . 
- 0 
.. t: . 
• J • - • 
· · • · · Fur~her i'nve~tigation · shou~d be. d~rected tc a COf!lpar-
.. 
ison ·of self-concepts. in· rela~ion. to . the variables of ·IQ, 
:5ocio-ec~nom.ic s.tatus, and the str~ngth of ·the rela1!:ians,hips 
~ • q . 
~ I 
. ))efween parent'S, teachers, · peers. ·and · tlie ·children studied. · 
, 
0 
a , of ; # .. ' 
Efforts · should be (lir'ected- toward · treatments . and classroom · 
. . . . 
• - • I • 
or~anization. ~nd curr.icui"a to provide j=~periences wh;ich·· w~ll 
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Self-Social Symb_ols: ~_est:· 
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The enclosed ;f ·est wa:s for the 
inv~stiga~9~s us~'during ad~ 
rni'nistration. The· ·act.ual in- . ' 
.. ... .. ; 
·struinent does' not · contain pr~nted : 
inst'ructions .·: · 
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·•· "These circles stand· for .. childr~n.,. You cl\.oose, one to 
you. Writ~ yo_ur .~nitial: in the circle yoo/(Choo_se." · 
·11 • 
~ : · \ •.I.. .~ ~-
I 
be 
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"The ci-rcle with the' M stands for . your mot·her~ You choose 
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• · ''These circles are people • . First pick one 
'Father~ · Put an F in. it. Next pick· one to 
an s in it for you~self." 
.-
0 ·. . 
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0 t . 
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to' ~e your_ 
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14 • . ~;h~· .circl~ with t:h~· ~~ - . in: it. sta~-ds: for"",..Your =Friend. 
. · You · chqose ' 6rte of · the .. othl:!r cft.rcles to · b"mo\you.. . Put. 
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.sf. ·"These circles stand . fqr y®r Parents,. 
·.~your Friends ; : . You draw a •circle t o' .·st; 
anywhere you 'like on the page." . 
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6. 
"Here are' your Mother and your Teacher. · You draw a circle . 
to be .YO'-\, in one of the boxes,-wi~hichever person you want.~· 
. · . • . . . I 
r-------------------------~~~--------~-----------1 
• I. 








."Here are .your Father ahd Mother.' . . You draw- a circfe to· be 
you in one of the · boxes,· with whic~ever person you want." · 
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e. ' • -t1, ~ I' 
"These deSigns ·stand for ··people. · Yot1t1 cnoose one to· be yo~. · 
Draw ·a circle around i. t. " · · · ~ .. 
' ·. 
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• · "TJie. circle with tpe F ·stand~" -for youJ; Father. You- choose 
one of the. other circles to~ l:ie rou. Put yo~r :ini..tia,l in . it . " 
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"These circles are. peop!e. ' - F.irst . pick 'one to b~ · you~ 
Father. . Put an -F in it'. . Next pick on~ t:o · b~ you~ Put:· 
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"These cir cles stand for .children. You choose one. to be 
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"The cH:cie with the T stand s for . your Te a cher. "¥ou ~hoose 
one o f t he 'oth er circle s t o · be ·you. Put your ini ti~l· in i t ." 
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~The circles in the box sta~d for children 
·You choose one of· the circles on the · r~ght 
pointj.ng) to be yqu.. Draw ~ q~rcle. around 
' ' 
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in your class·. 
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' . . • "T~se de:sligns stand. f01:: people. . You choose'· one. to be 
Draw .a•' circle·. around 'it:" 
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~Here . ar~ your· Te.ache~ and· yorir' F~~her. You·: draw ·a cit;cle 
to be .you in one of the ·boxes, with whichever person y~~ 
want-." · ·. .· 
... . 
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·1~ • "Here· are yo~r Friends· and you~ Mother. .You d~aw a circ-le . 
to be you_ in one of· the boxes,, ·with whichever person you want,~~ 
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hThe circle with the F stands f~r yo~r 'Father • . You choose · 
on~ ·of. the other: circles t~.-.be you~ ':i>ut your initial' in ·.it.·." 
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' ... lB~ "These circ·les stand 'for your Parents, your Teacher, .and . 
. ·· your Friends. You.·draw a circle to stand ~or., yourself· 
~n~h~re ·you like•on the .page." 
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. ~9 • . ~These circles stand for • . 
children.- ·You choose ono·· · · . · 
.•. , '·. to b'e you • .. WFite your . . · 
I . in,i tial in the circle . _ . · ·· ~ you choose." · · 
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.' · "Th~' cir~~~-- wit~ t~e .T .' st~n~s :·for yo.u::: T~a~h-~r •. ~ lou ch~dse :. 
·one of the othe.r ·circles to be you. Put your ./f::]bal. in 
. . itr-" . . . . . . . 
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.: 21. •' ' I "Thes~ circles are .peG>ple. :·First ·pick on~ ~-to . be ·.your 
Father. ·Put an F in it. ·· Next pick one . to be you.· Put; · 
an s in· it fOl; . yourself.~·~ 
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• "These circles stand for .childre·n. You choose one to be . 
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• t."The circl~ with the Fr ·stands for yout Friend-. You 
· ·· choose. one of the other· .circles to be you. Put your 
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• . • • n • 
"He!:"e a:re ·your.. friends · and your Teacher. You draw a ·circle · 
to. ba yoy 111 one ~ ot: the boxes; - with whichever person yciu . 
·wa_nt. n • ·•• : • 
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!!s. "Her~ :are your Father and your Friends . You draw· ·a_ ci~cle ( ·. ·. 
to ·be you in one .. of. the . J:;loxes," ""?ith jolhichev~r person you~~~-" -
I • . '• I . 
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• . .. The circles. in the box s taild for children in. your class. 
You choose · one of ·the',. Circtles on the right (or over _here -
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"The cir~le with the· M stands for your Mother. ·You 
choose one of the other circles to be you. Pu~ yo~r 
















































• · ."These' aesigns 'stand fo:r; people. 



















• hThese. cirpies stand oor child~en·. You choose ..one· to ·.be·. 
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"These circles .. are peopl~. First pick one to· be ·your ·~ 
Father. r P~t an F i._n it. Next pi.ck ·one _to be you. P.ut 
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31: . "The circles. in t.he box stand for cnilJMn ·iri ·your. cla11s. 
'You choose OllE! .·of' the· circles on the right (or over here -
poiJ~. ~o be . you·. · ·. _Draw a cirde ... ar~~nd it." ._. ... · . . · . _.. . 
. . 
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the M stands for your Mother. · Y~:m choose 
~irc1es to be you. Put your initi·~1 i~ : 








































"Tbe circle with the;T st~rfd~.( for yo-qr Teache~. · You·. · • 
· choose one of the ,other cucles t:o be you. Put yo'ur · 





' .) . 
;,~hese ci~cles ):ltand ~ for y~ur Parents~·- ' our . ·~- her, ~nd 
your Friends. (Y-ou draw a circle to s a for y rs~lf 
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~5 ·~Tb~se circl~s. 's"t~Jci·· f~r .chiidren. • ~ou C'ho~~~ ~~e so be . 
, you. _ Write your_. initial 'in the circle you choos;e. 
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"The circle with the F stands for your Father •. You choos.e · 
one ·of t~- other circles to_ be y~u \ Put fOur ,>ni t~al in i t ·;. n 
. . . 
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"'l;he c'ircles . in: ·the b~x ·stand for:; ~ ch,ild~en· 'irl your · class· • . · 
¥ou choose one of the circles on the right to be . you·-~ 































I >\' " ~The circle with th~ ·Fr stands·for your Friends. ' You 
choose ·one of the other'c~rcles - to be you. Put yop~ 
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:.3.9:.". "~hes~ 4~igns star.p. for people .. 
Draw a cirt:le around i~." . 
Yo~ ~hoo.sf! o,n~ to : Qe Y()U ~ 
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-:. "The .circie .. with the F stan_ds · f or your . Fa~her • . , : You 
'· choose one· ~f the other circles to be you. Put your. 
in~tial .ih ~t. n 
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· ~:- 41 ~ ~These.circles stand for children. You choose one to· be 
·-·you. ·write· yoqr initial in . the cir:cle- Yc>u choose~ . 
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-· · . : :4_2·._- · "The.'circle with .the T stands for·· your· Teacher.: You -
· ·. · choos~ one of the other circles to be you.· Put your . 
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"·The circle with "the Fr stands . for your · ~riend·. You 
choose one of the other circles to be yoti. Put your , 
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44 ~ · "These circle·s ·· ~tatid for your Parents, your· Teacher, and 
· . y9ur friends. · Yob draw~a circle to stand f9r ypurself 
anywh.ere you like on the ·-page." . . 
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·' 4 ~~ ·."Thes~ circles stand for children. You choose one to 
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• "~he . circle wit~ the M·stands for your Mother. You ~ 
c~oose one of the . other circl~s to be you, .·Put your 
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1. Esteem {ve~tical~ One to six points, from bott~m . to top. 
Higher sc.P-re represents higher esteem·. · · 
' .. 
2. Esteem (hori~ontal) One ~o· six points, fro~ ·right 'to ~left.­
· Higher score represents higher esteem. 
. . -~ . 
·3 .•. Identification. : Score~ -are' comput~d s,eparately · for Mother,, 
•Father,. Friend, and Teacher~ Qne to six points, ~rom near 
O to far f~om the stimulus person. A higher score ~epresents 
greater distance, and thus less identification. 
. . 
4~ Social depen4ency. One poirit fpr placing the self within 
the group of others. Zero if pfac~d outside *ta. group_..of 
, ot;hers. To make the saor~ng · objec.tive, a cardboard t~mplate 
· .. o; triangular shape. and large enough to cover .s·timulus 
circles should be made; All,circles representing the self 
.: :·: .: even partly under the template should. be scored as within ' 
· ...... ~he group. Higher score repre!?ents greater dependency or 
.·: >}~~~·\.::. group orientation. · 
· ·. : ~:s ·. ·. complexity. · Designs are s~~red from 1 to 3, as follows: 
· ~· 
l,point 2 points 3 points 
D. .··xt \ )< 
' 
{)I 
. D·; +.- r1' ~ . [J . . ' ·~ ~ J ~ 
0 .. ~ ~ 
6 •. Minort,ty .£dentification (individuation). one ppint for 
choice of circle for self which is different from those 
in the box. Ze.ro for choice of circle for sel_f which 
·(. 
'' 
is the same as those in the box. Higher score represents 
greate r-minority identification or individuation. · -
r . 7. Realism of size. One to three /p~ints for circiT~ repr~senting 
child, · from smallest to· largel"t: Higher score represents · 
less realism. -
\ 0 .. 
8. Prefe rence (forced choice). · One point for stimulus pe rson ~ 
chosen. Points for stimulus pe rsons are accumulated as 
prefe r e nce items appear in the t est. Higher'score ~or a · 
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AGE · DATE · OF BIRTH 
------. ----------------- BOY GIRL 
• CLASS PLACEMENT 'GRADE 
--~------------------~-----
SCORING 
Horizontal ·. Esteem - Vertical EsteeJ'!\ - ~ependency Ident.Mother 
., . . 1. ' 
11 . . 
29·. 
45 • 
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I dent. Friends . 
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-- _· 31. 
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·· >Realism Size 








Preference (Forced Choice) 
Mother · Father · Friends. '· Teacher • 
. . \ .. 
' . . 
To~al Se!f-ConceP.t Score = ~ (48-EST) + {4-DEP) + (12- COM) + 
· 
1MO + FA + FR + TCH + IND + REAL 
. ' 
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. . , . . 
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Roman .catholic Sc~ool Board for .st •• John'~ 
· . . · ~elvedere,, Bonaventure Ave. . ~ · 
112 
\ ; 
Brother Bellows, Supef.intendent of 'Schools~ Phone: 726-9450 
. I . 
:'Memorial Univers.ity Applicati~for' Research; in · scho~ls within 
the Roman· C~tholic School Board r St. Johri1' s. · · · 
.. ' - • • (I 
•, .· .. 
·It is und~rstood tpat jf and when m~ ~pplipation is approved, 
I should contact -the person designated .at the school board . ~ 
for ·co-opercition and help 'in :implementation. A-il arrangements . 
shol}ld be made throu.gh this conta~t. person. · 
Applicant Paul Randolph carter Phone 753-1200 gxt. ~22l 
,, 
I 
• I • . 
Date April 16, 1973 .. 
. . 
~ddress of._Applicant Dept. · of Educationai Psychology, 
Memorial ·University. 
Purpose of Research ,_ Masters Thesis 
•. 
I • . • 
. Below is _a brief summary of my research -proposal, :i:.mcluding 
such. ~terns a~ tests ; .to be administered (copies attached),. 
number of: pupils needed, grade levels, . number of schools 
·.requeet~d, time required, 4.fwho will' administer in~truments; · etc. 
Many s.tudies ·have been . conducted . in reference . to 
sp~cial -~ducation-, however,·· few have be~n done' wi tn investi-
gated 'the self·-concept of ·children in these special education 
· cfasses. .. Therefor~, the pu~pose of this research is to com-
. ~ pa~e the self-cq'ncepts possessed by ~hiloreri · iri. regular class-. . 
room - ~e.ttings and children in sp~cial cla·ss settings .. . The 
.. data will 'be analyzed in relation . to ' t "he variables of. type ;of 
. -
clas~ placement, . grade level, . and sex. The' instrument ·to be . 
used· is a non-verbal· test designed to assess the c hildren's 
self- concept·. The administration of the ins'trument will be 
by · gr~ups, i.e~ · lev:e·l I male ·special -cla:ss setting, etc. · The 
•. time to ·administer .the assess~ent is a roximatel s·o ;inutes. 
The administr tor .o f th'e ins-trument shp.ll be. the ,·investigator. 
The number of schools ·needed· for "the. study wfll be .... d~teirmined 
' . 
' by the location of ·.the students assigned.. The pumber and 
level of students requested as. subJects for this study are 
I 
given on the toilowing page: . 
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Mr. 'Paul · R. · carte~ . . 
Dept. ·.·o_f. Educati·onal• Psycho'logy . · .. 
'Me~orial University· 
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1 •· : ·Dear Mr. · Car~er: 
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. . . . -: . . . ·. ' 
The R. C. School Board for -st.· John's -au th·or.j. zes 
you to ~isit de~ignat~d ~cho~ls 1 fdr ~he · ~~rpose: ~f . 
. gath·er'ing resea·rch· 'data for your master·• s thes·ia ·. · " -It is 
. to be clea·rly understood, of cou-rse,' th·at . the· anonymity of 
the ·chi~d.;ren· bei'ng "tes.te·d· and of th·e ·schools ·from whfch · 
they· colll.e.~will be· t·o·t~·lly res'pec·ted·. Furth·e·rmore ,' no 
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APPENDii F . 0 
Means of. Groups· · by Variables 
f . • l 






9.83 _,11.00 10 •. 50 . 
· .. ' 
7.80 7.47 . . 
-9.00 
8.43 8.03 7.90 














. . 8.27' 
' 7.43 
12.20 11.97 - 12.97 11.13. 7',;3J< ' 
7:47 . 10.23 10.07' 8.33 _7.03 
1. 60 • ··a .1·7 '9 .• 17 . 8 • 9 3 , 7'~ 9 3 
1 .=·special ciass, grade level I males \ 
sp~al . . . ' 2 = class, grade level II males 
3 = resu1ar 9lass,. ~~~de.le~el I males 
4 = regular class,·_ grad·e ' ·level II males ~ 
5 = special class, grad~ . level I females 
. 
-6 = s.p~cial class, grade level II femal~ 
I ~=regular class, grade level I' females 
8 .= regulc1r .class,· grade level. II females· 













1-t~ ·~ . j-93. 




"!;'~~ J" :... 
. TOT1i -
.a. 36 
B. 27 ' 
7 . ·73 ,· ·-
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.· . . . . J APPENPIX F (continued) 
. - \ . 
I . 
EST . = Se~£-Esteem 
DEP = · Dependency or Soc·ial Interest 1 
I. , . . 
MO = Ident'i-fication· with Mof:her 
FA = Identif~cation ~it~ Father 
F~ = Id~ntificat.ion ~ith ·Friends·. 
1 ~~ i f . ~ -Q- ~ r: · TCH ·= -Identification wi:th Te~ch.er 
J 
COM = Co~pl~~ity 
.. IND = Individuation,· 





( ! ' . 
/ ' 
. . ·
- TOTAL = Total' Self-Concept Score as calculated -by ·the formula on page . 38. ~ 
• • • • • J • ' 
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.. Stand,ard · Deviations of Groups by . Variables 
.·-Groups Variables 
' 
ES~- DEP . MO FA ·FR TCH · COM IND .REAL . 
'L\ 6.76 1~33 . 4.15 ,5. 07 4.27 5.60 ; 2.30 ·~89 . I 2. 45 
. 2. 9.62 1..34 6.39 6.48 5.82 7.74 2.1.8 1 ~ o·o 2.22 
,· 
3. 9.50 1.06 4.38 4.58 :' 4. 84 6.92 2.45 1. 33 2.43 
4. 6.59 1.32 4 .. 08 3.52 4.15 7: 08 1. 72 '\)06 2.28 
a· 
: 
. 5~ 6.37 1.50 4.64 .4. 22 4.03 4.56 2._50 . . 15 2.59 
~ 
'"'* 
6. · 8.40 l. 30 ' 4.79 5.68 4.76 5.2~ 2.22 -1.10. 1 .82 
7 •. 8:74 1 . 48 3.51. 4.67 4.1.6 4.40 2.00 1.30 2 . 25 
8 • . 6.10 1.38 4.41 4.20 5.35 4 .50 lp96 1. 35' 1 .6·1 .. 
l. = -special. cl.ass, grade 'levei I mal.es ~ 
. 2 = special class, grade ·level II males 
.. ; 
3· ~ regul.ar Cl!=iSS, grade level I· males 
;.. 4 = regular class, grade level II males 
5. ~ special. class, grade level I females 
6 = special class, grad~ level II females 
/) 
7 =. ·regular class,· · g_rade level, I females • 


























~PENDIX G (co~tinued) 
~EST." = Self-Esteem. 
DEP = Dependency o~ Social Interest 
MO · = Id_entification ·with Mother: 
_FA· = IQ.eritif.icat~on, with Father : 
FR = Identification 'With;Friends 
TCH.: = Identification_with Teacher 
COM ;._·Cqmplexity 
IND ·= Indfviduatio~ 
" ,REAL = Realism-fGr Size · ' 
' . . 
.. 
' . 
..../ ·.: . 
; 
. 
. ' / 
: 'l'OTAL = Total Self-Concept Score as calcU:lat·~ci by ~he fo~ula on page 38. 
. ' 
~ - .• ,. ·• I . 
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